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Executive summary 

Key finding 

This report describes the methodology and results of an assessment of New Zealand dry 

land agronomic drought under future scenarios of climate change. Based on this work, the 

more likely scenario is that New Zealand can plan for around ten percent additional time 

spent in drought by the middle of this century for key eastern agricultural regions. Less likely 

but identifiable upper and lower drought scenarios for the middle of this century range from: a 

strong shift toward a more drought prone climate over most agricultural regions with well over 

a doubling of time spent in drought across most of New Zealand; to an environment of small 

increases from current levels isolated to eastern agricultural regions. By the end of the this 

century the projections establish that much of New Zealand’s agricultural zone will 

experience some increase in drought, even under the milder scenario.  While planning and 

action can focus on the more likely scenario which will also encompass the lower projection, 

contingencies also need to be considered to manage the less likely upper range.  

Methodology 

This study follows previous work undertaken by NIWA in 2005 as well as a series of 

consultations on the methodology.  The updated estimates are based on a new and 

expanded set of climate change data developed by: accessing the climate model ensemble 

used in the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Changes (IPCC) Fourth Assessment Report 

(AR4); using the three major global greenhouse gas emissions scenarios, B1, A1B and A2; 

and improved statistical downscaling methods to provide localised climate scenarios for New 

Zealand. The final estimates of drought probability were derived from a nationally 

comprehensive soil moisture indicator that is sensitive to moderate to severe intensity 

droughts greater than one month in duration. Verification against the NIWA monitoring 

network showed that for quantifying drought at these scales it is appropriate to use a simple 

water balance.  In addition the occurrence statistics of severe drought were not sensitive to 

the changed plant water use efficiency expected under increasing carbon dioxide, so this 

process was not factored into the study. The methodology also includes a rigorous 

evaluation of the ability of climate models to replicate observed drought statistics.  This built 

additional confidence in the approach as the levels of change detected were typically greater 

than any inaccuracies introduced by the climate models and downscaling.  

Detailed findings 

This study establishes distinct regional differences across New Zealand in changes to 

drought vulnerability projected under future climate change—with an increase in drought on 

the east coast of the North and South Island being the most plausible and consistent 

outcome. This is consistent with the result of the 2005 study which used Third Assessment 

Report (TAR) climate models and different downscaling methods.  The overall conclusion 

based on these new estimates concurs with the conclusion drawn from the 2005 study that:  

drought risk is expected to increase during this century in all areas that are currently drought 

prone, under both the ‘low-medium’ and ‘medium-high’ scenarios. 

Based on the new estimates developed in this study, the strongest evidence for increased 

future exposure to drought was found on the Canterbury Plains where the climate is 
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projected to shift towards a more drought prone setting even under very mild future climate 

change. An equally strong signal was found for no significant change in drought exposure on 

the West Coast of the South Island. Although the projections were not as consistent across 

the different climate models, strong evidence for increases in time spent in drought were also 

found around Hawkes Bay-Gisborne and Northland extending to the Waikato.  This overall 

geographic pattern of change was largely insensitive to climate model but with small 

differences between the lower B1 and the A1B-A2 emissions scenarios. For the remainder of 

the North Island and Nelson-Marlborough on the South Island, the prospect of increased 

exposure to drought ranged from minimal change through to over a doubling in time spent in 

drought in these regions depending upon the climate model and scenario considered.  

While the general direction and geographic pattern of change found in the 2005 and this 

study were similar, the magnitude of change is less than reported previously when the full 

range of outcomes is considered.  When considering the lowest (B1) emissions scenario and 

the lower end of the range projected by climate models, this study found evidence of a 

plausible milder scenario—small increases in drought confined to the Canterbury Plains. In 

addition two distinct groups of future scenarios were found given the method of downscaling 

potential evapotranspiration.  The first relied on temperature to downscale evaporation and 

establishes a future with relatively severe change, a strong shift towards a more arid climate 

with well over a doubling of future exposure to drought in some regions as early as 2030-50. 

The second included radiation in the downscaling and establishes a future with a milder 

degree of change.  

General implications 

The results obtained in this study point to a number of areas where future adaptation 

analysis and responses might be targeted. The changing nature of drought through the 21st 

century highlights that basing response on an historically determined understanding of what 

is normal will increasingly put Governments and farm managers in a weakened position to 

manage drought risk.  Given the most likely scenario found for increasing drought in eastern 

regions, planning efforts to ascertain and improve resilience to drought and climate variability 

are warranted.  This is a dual measure that would manage the most likely and less likely low 

end scenarios found in this research, as well as improve management of current variability. 

Developing a contingency to manage the upper level scenario of a distinct shift toward a 

more drought prone climate requires some careful and detailed consideration, as potentially 

this may warrant the exploration of deeper transformational changes in the primary sector 

with higher implementation costs.   

These new estimates bring into sharp focus the need to assess the vulnerability and 

sustainable management of New Zealand’s irrigation water resources as this will be a key 

drought management tool in the future, particularly critical in consistently exposed regions 

like the Canterbury Plains. Resilience based research focussing on adaptation is a much 

broader undertaking than the climate focussed work undertaken here, and efforts which 

improve understanding of drought within this broader framework are required to support 

planning.  

Key uncertainties and limitations 

All climate change vulnerability analyses are subject to uncertainties surrounding change in 

the climate system and the response of land based production systems.  An uncertainty in all 
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studies is representing regional and local changes in precipitation in a warming global 

climate.  This study quantifies considerable diversity in model projections, and these are a 

result of technical limitations in models, observation networks and downscaling schemes. 

Although the levels of accuracy in downscaling are acceptable in New Zealand’s agricultural 

landscape, the diversity of model results between GCM’s is wide, with particular importance 

for the North Island.  Downscaling rainfall for the Southern Alps of New Zealand is difficult 

and the levels of precision quantified in this report suggest more robust approaches are 

needed for future hydrological studies.  

There is debate surrounding the degree to which the model ensemble used in this study 

captures the full range of outcomes possible in a warming global climate. It may be that 

equally plausible outcomes exists outside this range and may be quantified in future 

projections. In addition, the assumption here is to take the average of the model ensemble as 

the most likely outcome, and there is debate as to weather this is a reasonable assumption.  

It may be that the upper or lower level scenarios deserve more weight in assessing the 

overall vulnerability of the country to changes in drought.   

This study established two methods for downscaling potential evaporation, and does not 

identify which approach provides a more reliable or physically plausible projection.  While the 

higher quality downscaling model included radiation in the scheme, future projections may be 

unreliable due to concerns over the quality of radiation projections from the global climate 

models. Future projections derived using the radiation downscaling model illustrate a far 

more moderate change in drought than those found using the temperature only model. This 

difference based on methodology is consistent with recent international research in this area, 

which shows that choice of method and assumptions used for determining evaporation can 

influence the results of scenario analysis.  

An important response uncertainty in this study is the degree to which management of land 

based production systems can be changed to reduce or avoid the negative impacts 

identified.  Through the choice of drought indicators and the analysis approach, this report 

assumes a fixed response of land based systems under climate change with no adaptation, 

nor does it factor in current levels of resilience. Irrigation for example is not factored into the 

assessment.  As such, this report is best used for raising risk awareness about potential 

impacts, but should not be considered the final analysis when assessing how to manage 

risks and opportunities posed by climate change.   

Many of these limitations can be addressed by future research. While there needs to be a 

focus on actions that improve resilience to drought in such work, progress can also be made 

to improve the physical climate science supporting vulnerability and adaptation analyses.  

Some key areas for New Zealand include better understanding and downscaling of Southern 

Alps rainfall mechanisms, improved monitoring and estimates of evaporation, and continued 

updating of this type of scenario analyses with physically based regional scale climate 

modelling and new global emissions scenarios. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Drought in a changing climate 

Rainfall deficits are a common feature of New Zealand’s climatic environment and it is not 

unusual to experience short duration dry spells as isolated regional level events.   

Geographically widespread rainfall deficits with durations over one to two months are less 

frequent, and are usually considered to be ‘agricultural droughts’ as modern pastoral and 

crop production systems are vulnerable to rainfall deficits of this scale and duration. Recently 

the widespread rainfall deficit spanning late 2007 to the end of autumn 2008 was estimated 

to cost the New Zealand economy around $2.8 billion (MAF 2009), mainly from negative    

on-farm impacts but also from smaller but detectable negative impacts on regional 

economies. 

Given the occurrence of agricultural drought and the importance of the primary sector to the 

New Zealand economy, the prospect of future global level climate change modifying 

exposure to drought warrants careful examination. Current global level assessments suggest 

that droughts are expected to both increase and decrease under future climate change 

depending upon geographic location (Wang 2005).  Generally, as the global climate systems 

warms it is expected to adopt a more tropical structure, with increased rainfall at the equator 

and in higher latitudes, but drying in mid latitudes. This structure is illustrated by the 

geographic distribution of projected winter rainfall change in 2080-99 in Figure 1. New 

Zealand spans the higher latitude zone where rainfall is projected to increase, but also 

touches the mid latitudes where rainfall is expected to decrease. 

Figure 10.9

 

Figure 1:  The global distribution of winter (JJA) rainfall change for the A1B emissions 
scenario. Colour is the mean of 21 AOGCMs. Dots illustrate where models are more consistent. 
Source: Meehl et al.  (2007).   
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As this global pattern will be modified by New Zealand’s maritime climate and complex 

topography, a more detailed view than in Figure 1 is required to develop plausible scenarios 

of future drought occurrence for this region. The key finding of previous NIWA work which 

developed regional scenarios of drought in New Zealand (Mullan et al. 2005; Porteous 2005) 

was that under ‘low-medium’ and ‘medium-high’ regional climate change scenarios: ‘Drought 

risk is expected to increase during this century in all areas that are currently already drought-

prone’.  The range of change was from a doubling of drought frequency by 2080 in the most 

exposed areas (eastern regions of both Islands) for a low-medium scenario to almost a four 

fold increase in the most exposed areas under a medium-high regional climate change 

scenario.   

1.2 Stakeholder consultation 

The authors of the 2005 study warned that these projections were subject to uncertainty and 

listed some of the constraints and assumptions of their study. Key uncertainties were further 

discussed and opportunities to improve the analysis identified at a stakeholder consultation 

workshop in 2008, reported in Clark and Tait. (2008). Larsen (2005) also provides a critique 

of some aspects of the methodology, focussed on the example analysis on the Canterbury 

Plains reported by Porteous (2005). The main directions emerging from this consultation and 

critique include:  

 update the Mullan et al. (2005) drought analysis, which used model results from 

the IPCC’s Third Assessment Report (TAR), by using the IPCC’s Assessment 

Report Four (AR4) climate modelling;   

 use a more process based approach to simulating soil moisture for calculations 

of potential evapotranspiration deficit and other drought indicators; 

 utilize newly constructed national standard data sets to develop drought 

indicators and implement a climate change analysis methodology;     

 investigate if improvements can be made to the current empirical downscaling 

methods;  

 utilize data emerging from NIWA’s regional climate modelling program to 

investigate changes in drought risk; and  

 continue to integrate climate change scenarios with agricultural impact models.    

1.3 Project objectives and scope 

This report documents research undertaken by NIWA during 2009/10 aimed at responding to 

this stakeholder feedback. NIWA submitted a project proposal to the research foundation 

(PROP-20264-SLMACC-NIW) under the Ministry for Agriculture and Forestry 1 year program 

- Sustainable Land Management Mitigation & Adaptation to Climate Change.  The project 

was supported with the following aims and objectives:  

 use the latest (2007) IPCC global model projections, which lead to some 

differences in projected changes in rainfall seasonality and spatial distribution 

over New Zealand compared to the IPCC (2001) projections used in previous 

studies; 
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 devise regional scenarios from a much wider range of climate models (12 or 

more global models, compared to just 2 models in the 2005 study), and 

development of a risk assessment methodology based on these results; 

 improve downscaling of potential evapotranspiration (PET) to explicitly include 

solar radiation as a predictor; 

 compare a physically-based calculation of potential evaporation (PET) with the 

method used with the previous work, for example derive the full Penman 

equation using daily meteorological variables output by NIWA’s regional climate 

model; 

 consider a more complex physically based soil moisture balance calculation and 

different drought indicators, and assess this against the Potential Evaporation 

Deficit index and simpler water balance used in the previous study; 

 undertake a sensitivity analysis of plant responses to climate change, including 

stomatal resistance increases under higher carbon dioxide levels; and 

 produce more regional information in terms of maps and time series plots of 

changes in drought risk through the 21st century. 

There were a number of broader issues identified at the stakeholder consultation workshop 

in 2008 that fall outside the scope of this study. Specifically:  

 assessments of vulnerability and specific adaptations to manage drought given 

a socio-economic perspective;  

 continued improvement to the risk communication of drought, for both tactical 

management through to development of drought decision support systems;  

 research focussed on steps needed for improved drought management; 

 assessment of hydrological drought , particularly the availability and status of 

irrigation water from groundwater and surface water resources; and  

 improvement in the monitoring of baseline climate data, particularly in 

catchments of national importance and alpine regions which are currently under 

sampled.   

1.4 Limitations of this study 

No one analysis of drought will provide a satisfactory account for every stakeholder with 

interest in this phenomenon. As described in Chapter 4 this is a well established aspect of 

drought research, more formerly termed ‘operational indeterminacy’.  Hence, this research 

project has a number of acknowledged limitations, specifically:  

 the study examines medium to long term drought scenarios given 

anthropogenic forcing of global climate.  In an historical context, the previous 5-

7 years has seen an increased drought frequency across New Zealand’s 

agricultural land. The degree to which this is attributable to anthropogenic 

forcing compared to other factors including internal forcing from the El Niño 
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Southern Oscillation (ENSO, see Mullan 1995; Kidson and Renwick 2002), the 

Interdecadal Pacific Oscillation (IPO, see Thompson 2006) and Southern 

Annular Mode (SAM) are not analysed in this study.  This is an important 

question which would require a substantially different approach and set of 

resources to examine;         

 the study takes a predominantly climatic view of drought, extending this to 

generalised agronomic indices that account for rainfall effectiveness. This 

provides a partial estimate of total drought risk by examining the likelihood of 

climatic events only. No attempt has been made to quantify impacts on physical 

production or the cumulative economic impacts of droughts or their 

management.  Understanding these effects would also require a more global 

change approach to account for carbon dioxide fertilisation during times when 

water is non-limiting.  Constructing scenarios using a full definition of drought 

risk has high relevance, but would require significant investment to develop an 

integrated assessment methodology;  

 as this is a climate focussed study, the range of factors influencing the 

vulnerability and resilience to drought in the New Zealand agricultural sector are 

not examined. These include: farm economic factors like debt, equity and the 

degree of profit orientation for a given farm business; farm physical factors like 

system intensity and agronomic drought management; and social factors 

including education, innovation models, mental health and the capital provided 

by networks across communities (White 2009).  Even if climatic vulnerability or 

exposure to drought remained stable or within expected historical variability, 

changes to these factors could increase the total vulnerability of farm 

businesses, communities and families to drought impacts; 

 the research does not explicitly examine hydrological drought, as the indicators 

used do not measure surface and or ground water resources.  There is need to 

develop scenarios of hydrological drought for New Zealand on a nationally 

comprehensive basis, as undertaken by Bright et al. (2008) for central 

Canterbury ;  

 the methodology used is an example of top-down climate change impact 

analysis. This approach provides both a nationally and regional level 

assessment. However, local scale factors that are not fully represented in the 

study can influence drought vulnerability. Examples are between and within 

paddock soil variability, and the extent to which different farm management 

practices modify drought exposure under the same regional scale climate 

regime;     

 in order to examine a wide range of climate change scenarios the analysis in 

this report is based primarily on empirical downscaling of climate models.  This 

reflected delays in commissioning of the NIWA supercomputer where work to 

dynamically downscale climate from a physically based approach is underway. 

Robust and comprehensive dynamic downscaling was not yet available at the 

time the analysis was undertaken; 
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 in New Zealand rainfall deficits are formerly declared droughts by a consensus 

approach by Central and Regional Governments. The drought probabilities 

quantified by objective indicators in this study could differ from those 

determined by these processes; and 

 there are ongoing limits in all global and regional scale climate change 

scenarios studies relating to the dynamics of and change to precipitation 

regimes. While small steps are taken to improve the representation of 

precipitation variability in this analysis, there remains scope to improve this 

aspect of scenario studies. 

1.5 Guide to chapter structure 

The research is presented as four chapters, and readers not interested in the work 

undertaken to develop the methodology may prefer to go straight to Chapters 2 and 3.  

Chapter 2 provides an overview summary of the work specifically for a general audience. 

Chapter 3 provides a more detailed presentation of the final results, including a short 

summary of the methodology. Chapters 4 and 5 detail the development of the methodology 

including: a review of drought indicators (Chapter 4); an examination of water balance 

models including verification (Chapter 4); and development of regional scale climate 

scenarios (Chapter 5). 
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2. Regional scenarios of drought under climate change: 
an overview 

Key outcomes 

 

 Based on the latest climate and impact modelling, New Zealand can expect 

more droughts in the future in some locations. The new evidence described in 

this report highlights key agricultural regions on the Eastern seaboard 

particularly the Canterbury Plains, as well as Northland, as being the most 

consistently vulnerable areas.  

 Although there is more uncertainty, other regions in the North Island also 

experience similar vulnerabilities, including key primary industry regions like the 

Waikato. 

 There is a wide range of potential changes in the frequency of major drought 

events, dependant on global emissions scenario, climate model and location. It 

is now possible to ascertain the likelihood of changes grouped as a most likely 

middle range scenario, as well as least likely upper and lower scenarios.  

 Although a wide range in potential outcomes were quantified in this study, the 

A1B emissions scenario (Figure 2) provides a useful guide to the direction and 

likely magnitude of changes.  

Future scenarios of drought 

Moderate increases in drought—a more likely scenario 

The more likely scenario is that New Zealand can plan for around ten percent additional time 

spent in drought by the middle of this century for key eastern agricultural regions and parts of 

the North Island.  The main locations of change include the Canterbury Plains stretching into 

eastern Southland as well as most of the North Island in the first half of the century (2030-

2050). The expectation created by the projections is that this overall pattern will intensify in 

the second half of the century (2070-2090). This is the mid range outcome when considering 

19 global climate models and three emissions scenarios.   
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Figure 2. Projected increase in percentage of time spent in drought from 1980-99 levels for the 
A1B emissions scenario.  Results summarise 19 global climate models.    

Widespread severe change—a less likely scenario 

A least likely but severe change scenario is found when the more extreme projections of 

drought developed in this study are examined.  Here New Zealand experiences a distinct 

shift towards a more arid environment, with well over 10 percent additional time spent in 

drought. This level change is also widespread across the country affecting all regions except 

the West Coast of the South Island.  

Mild change constrained to key regions—a less likely scenario 

A less likely but identifiable lower range drought scenario is also evident in the projections. 

Here any increased time in drought during the first half of the century is well constrained 

below an additional 10 percent and confined to the Canterbury Plains, Hawkes Bay to 

Northern Wairarapa, parts of the Waikato, and Northland.  These changes intensify in the 
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second half of the century, becoming slightly more widespread but are still constrained to 

these regions.  

Responding to scenarios 

Appropriate use of scenarios relies on understanding that they are not predictions of the 

future, but plausible descriptions of the range of what could happen given current levels of 

knowledge.  Specific responses to these scenarios need to be explored throughout the 

primary sectors, but principally occur at the farm, industry organisation and government 

levels.  Translating these new drought scenarios into tangible outcomes requires detailed 

planning and implementation by managers, and it is not appropriate to be prescriptive.  

However the new scenarios suggest that managers could focus on two strategic areas when 

framing specific responses:  

1. No regrets planning for the most likely and least likely low end scenario, which 

would also include the increased frequency of droughts experienced in New 

Zealand in the 2007-2010 period. This should focus on known adaptations, and 

the extent to which small modifications to current primary industry practices can 

manage drought. Immediate implementation would benefit industry now, in 

terms of managing current variability.  

2. Development of a contingency to manage the least likely upper end scenario.  

The severity of this scenario may warrant high levels of innovation to be 

considered in the mix of adaptive responses, thereby developing completely 

new approaches to management of drought in the New Zealand primary sector.  

Because of likely high implementation costs, formal consideration of the costs 

and benefits of this type of adaptation need to be undertaken.  

Uncertainties and limitations 

Developing the new drought scenarios has relied on research undertaken by NIWA into the 

methodologies to quantify drought and downscaling climate scenarios for New Zealand. This 

research was undertaken in response to stakeholder consultation surrounding a previous set 

of drought scenarios developed in 2005.  But like all studies of this nature there are some 

ongoing uncertainties and limitations surrounding these new scenarios.  The key limitations 

are:  

 In order to generalise across the country the study takes a predominantly 

climatic view of drought, only examining changes to large scale events greater 

than one month in duration.  A production focussed view of drought would 

require a more specific focus on individual industries, a focus on evaluating 

impacts at a farm or production unit level, as well as consideration of other 

factors like carbon dioxide fertilisation when water is non-limiting.  

 A key ongoing uncertainty is the exact behaviour of the climate system, and 

more specifically the ability to model regional to local changes in precipitation in 

a warming global climate.  This is reflected in the range of outcomes quantified 

in this study.  There are also numerous technical and theoretical uncertainties 

associated with convective rainfall and cloud feedbacks.  This is an ongoing 

area of research in the broader climate research community. 
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 There are differences in the drought projections depending upon the method 

used to downscale potential evaporation.  When radiation is included in the 

downscaling scheme a more conservative projection was found than when 

temperature only is considered.  While the inclusion of radiation yielded an 

improved downscaling model, future projections based on it may be unreliable 

because of concerns over data for radiation projections from the climate 

models.  

 There are also ongoing uncertainties relating to the response of primary 

production systems to drought. Through the choice of drought indicators and 

the analysis approach, this report assumes a set management response under 

climate change with no adaptation. It also does not quantify current levels of 

resilience. An approach which factors in capacity to adapt is warranted in future 

research.  
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3. Scenarios of drought under climate change 

3.1 Summary 

This chapter describes future projections of drought for New Zealand, based on the work to 

develop drought indicators and climate change scenarios described in the previous chapters. 

Despite a range of influences from different climate models, emissions scenarios and 

downscaling methods, the most common direction of change was toward increased exposure 

to drought in some key agricultural regions of New Zealand. The analysis confirmed the 

geographic pattern of change found by Mullan et al. (2005), as regions on the east coast 

have consistently increased drought in future projections. Similarly there is consistently no 

change in drought projections for the west coast of the South Island. Although not as 

consistent as found in these regions, strong evidence for increased likelihood of drought in 

the future was observed in the Hawkes Bay-Bay of Plenty region as well as Northland 

extending to the northern Waikato. Projections for the remainder of the North Island and 

parts of the South Island have a wider range, from minimal or no change through to over a 

doubling of drought probability by the end of this century.   

This work also establishes that the magnitude of increase reported by Mullan et al. (2005) is 

plausible, of at least a doubling in drought risk by the end of this century in the most exposed 

regions. Given the exploration of a broader set of emissions scenarios and models in this 

study, a plausible scenario of milder change below a doubling in the more exposed regions is 

also identified. Two groups of drought projections were found based on methods used to 

downscale potential evaporation:  

 using a temperature driven approach, there is a distinct shift toward aridity 

where the most severe climate models showed drought risk could increase by 

well over two fold by as early as 2030-2050 in the most exposed regions.  

 introducing radiation established a plausible scenario for milder change in 

drought probability.  The least severe climate models showed minimal or in 

some regions decreased drought probability as late as 2070-90.  

These can be used to define the less likely absolute upper and lower range of outcomes 

around the more likely scenario previously identified.   

The projections of future drought developed in this study are best considered and applied in 

the context of scenario planning that is firmly grounded in risk management.  Some general 

guidance is provided surrounding steps that will help to achieve this outcome. 

3.2 Methodology 

The methodology for this analysis is built on work described in more detail in Chapters 2-3.  

A short summary of this work is presented here to illustrate how the final analysis is 

constructed.   

3.2.1  Drought indicator 

The analysis is based on a dry land agricultural definition of drought which uses a soil water 

based indicator based on the Phillips and McGregor Drought Index [Table 2 and section 

4.2.6]. This is a compromise between a purely meteorological indicator based on rainfall, 
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hydrological indicators examining water resources and use of trialling agricultural drought 

indicators like pasture growth or a socio-economic index.  Management factors which 

influence drought vulnerability and resilience have a greater bearing on these later drought 

indices, so it was deemed that they are not a practical choice for the generalised analysis 

pursued in this study.   

While meteorological and agronomic indicators are useful, they do not always describe the 

impact of droughts so they provide only a partial estimate of risk. No matter which drought 

indicator is used they can all be questioned in terms of their relevance, particularly by those 

seeking information outside of the context in which a drought analysis is undertaken. This is 

a well known aspect of drought research more formerly termed ‘operational indeterminacy’ 

[section 4.2.3]. Soil water with no other transformation is used in this study because it is 

relatively simple and transparent, is practical and consistent with constructing nationally 

comprehensive future scenarios, provides a universal metric across many industries, and 

approximates rainfall effectiveness.    

The drought indicator is based on a simple one layer soil water balance that can be 

parameterised to reflect the main soil controls on drying and field capacity [section 4.3]. This 

model was chosen in favour of a more complex framework because of its demonstrated level 

of precision for quantifying observed soil water. While there is evidence that more complex 

models can be more precise, the level of precision obtained by this simpler model was 

adequate for quantifying drought at the durations and intensities specified below. More 

complex frameworks also come with the added cost of parameterisation, limiting their 

extension in a national framework.  This model is used instead of NIWA’s current operational 

framework that was also used in the previous study.  The new model provides a small 

improvement given the ability to parameterise soil control on drying.  For national scale 

simulations the model was set up with a reanalysis of the Fundamental Soil Data Set, where 

field capacity and the soil drying coefficient were derived at the 0.05 degree resolution of 

NIWA’s Virtual Climate Station Network (Tait et al., 2006).   

The drought indicator normalises for site specific variability by using historically determined 

thresholds to signify drought entry and termination [section 4.2.6].  This assumes that 

agricultural systems are geared to each environment through farm size, economies of scale 

and other adaptations.  This was achieved by modifying the Phillips and McGregor drought 

index.  Drought entry occurred when soil moisture was below the historically established 10th 

percentile for the given time of the year for a period greater than one month.  Drought 

termination occurred when soil moisture was above the 10th percentile for one month.  The 

historical thresholds are derived from a base 1980-1999, and these thresholds are also used 

in the calculation of drought probability in the future scenarios. The thresholds are based on 

a pragmatic view that events of this scale become significant in New Zealand primary 

sectors—they are relatively severe events in the context of the New Zealand climatic 

environment. While shorter duration droughts (1-2 week events) do feature in New Zealand, 

they may not be as significant across the country in terms of nation wide impact. Once 

drought events are defined using these thresholds, drought probabilities are determined 

using a non-parametric bi-modal probability density function of duration and intensity, with 

the final probability determined by integration.  These are transformed to represent the 

percentage of time that a given site is deemed to be in drought. The technical approach is 
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based on Kim et al. (2003), Gonzalez and Valdes (2003) and Ramsay et al. (2008), but 

adapting algorithms described by Martinez and Martinez (2002). 

3.2.2 Simulation design 

There are many different factors and sources of influencing the projections, and these are 

clearly defined by the overall experimental design in Table 1. It is structured as: a two (PET 

method), by three (emissions scenario), by two (time slice) by nineteen (climate model) 

design. The variable analysed across this design is the additional percentage of time spent in 

drought from a base period defined as twentieth century climate from 1980-99.   

Table 1: Design used in the drought scenario experiment.   . 

 
VARIABLES 

 
PET 

Downscaling 
Method 

Emissions scenario Time slice Global 
Climate 
Model 

 

 

 

FACTORS 

 

 

1. PLS 
regression of 
MSLP and 
surface 
temperature 

 

 

 

 

2.  PLS 
regression of 
MSLP and 
surface 
temperature 
and radiation 

 

 

 

 

1. B1 marker 
scenario 

 

 

 

2. A1B marker 
scenario 

 

 

 

3. A2 marker 
scenario 

 

 

 

 

1. 2030-50 

 

 

 

 

 

2. 2070-90 

 

1. BCM2 

2. CGMR 

3. CNCM3 

4. CSMK 

5. ECHOG 

6. FGOALS 

7. GFCM21 

8. GIAOM 

9. GIER 

10. HADCM3 

11. HADGEM 

12. IPCM4 

13. MIHR 

14. MIMR 

15. MPEH5 

16. MRCGCM 

17. NCCCSM 

18. MCPCM 

19. NCPCM 

 

Note: See Table 1 in Mullan et al. (2011) for further description of these GCMs. Only the 19 models 

listed here (of the total of 24 available) had archived sufficient output data to apply the downscaling 

algorithm and drought calculation. 

 

The emissions scenarios used in this study represent two separate ‘higher end’ scenarios 

(A2 and A1B ) and a lower emissions scenario (B1) from the Special Report on Emissions 

Scenarios (SRES). The main difference between the two higher end scenarios is the timing 

of peak emissions, a result of different underlying population growth patterns and 

technologies. This is shown clearly by the global temperature projections in Figure 3 where 

at around the middle of the century the A1B marker scenario represents the more extreme 
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level of warming. By the end of the century the A2 marker scenario has the greatest 

warming.    

Each specific scenario is drawn from a particular emissions story line where a range or family 

of scenarios have been specified (SRES, see Nakicenovic and Swart 2000). Each story line 

represents a particular pathway where the global economy balances development with 

emissions reductions.  The SRES story lines are described generally as:  

 A1 storyline: a future world of very rapid economic growth, global population 

that peaks in mid-century and declines thereafter, and rapid introduction of new 

and more efficient technologies.  

 A2 storyline: a very heterogeneous world with continuously increasing global 

population and regionally oriented economic growth that is more fragmented 

and slower than in other storylines.  

 B1 storyline: a convergent world with the same global population as in the A1 

storyline but with rapid changes in economic structures toward a service and 

information economy, with reductions in material intensity, and the introduction 

of clean and resource-efficient technologies.  

The greenhouse gas concentrations used as anthropogenic forcing in climate models are 

taken from illustrative marker scenarios, a subset of 6 of the 50 emissions scenarios 

available across all the storylines.  For the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP3) 

which informed the IPCC’s AR4, three of the six marker scenarios were used to run climate 

models (B1, A1B and A2).  These are the emissions scenarios adopted in this study.  Hence 

the scenarios used here do not represent either the most extreme or lowest rate of climate 

change that would be present if all the SRES emissions scenarios were used to force climate 

models.  Potentially the different climate futures derived in the CMIP3 experiments may not 

necessarily represent the full range of plausible future climates under anthropogenic forcing.  

Similarly the SRES marker scenarios do not directly represent mitigation policy actions to 

manage current and future emissions.  
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Figure 3: The rate of future global surface warming projected by climate models under the 
three marker scenarios B1, A2 and A1B.  Source Meehl et al. (2007).  

3.2.3  Downscaled climate change scenarios 

For each PET downscaling method, future scenarios and twentieth century base climates 

were developed for 19 different climate models. The future scenarios cover the period 2000-

2100 for the three emissions scenarios. The variables were monthly rainfall and potential 

evapotranspiration (PET) which are inputs to the water balance. The GCM data are from 

CMIP3 (Meehl et al., 2007) and downscaled using empirical transfer functions developed by 

Partial Least Squares (PLS) regression [Chapter 5].  These are based on relationships 

between broad scale data from the NCEP reanalysis and finer scale gridded climate data 

from the Virtual Climate Station Network [sections 5.4.6 and 5.4.7]. A temporal downscaling 

method is also used that allow the month-to month variability across the future 100 years 

produced by GCMs to be preserved [section 5.5]. This provided a comprehensive set of 

future climate scenarios across the 5 km grid for New Zealand. Evaluation of the ability of 

these scenarios to replicate 20th Century (1980-99) drought probabilities suggests that 

although there are biases introduced by the downscaling and the GCMs, they are acceptable 

for quantifying drought.   

Two downscaling models for PET are used as no approach was clearly superior to the other 

[section 5.4.7]. Based on tests with observations, downscaling based on Mean Sea Level 

Pressure (MSLP), surface temperature and radiation appeared to provide an improved model 

over the MSLP and surface temperature only approach.  However, when resolved with 

twentieth century GCM data there were minimal differences between the two, and for some 

GCMs the radiation model appeared to introduce greater bias. Hence it isn’t clear to what 

extent radiation represents a redundant variable in projection studies, and there is risk that it 

could introduce spurious results given the limited ability of some GCMs to adequately 

represent this surface variable.  
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3.2.4  Constructing drought scenarios  

Developing scenarios in an experiment with multiple climate models, emissions scenarios 

and downscaling methods creates a data intensive problem and careful computational 

design is required.  It was estimated that the full experiment would involve the manipulation 

of around 6000 million data points. To develop a practical system the experiment is run by 

computationally integrating the algorithms which resolve the downscaling, the water balance 

and calculate the drought probabilities. A full country wide simulation including 20th Century 

(1980-99) and 100 years of future scenarios for B1, A1B and A2 takes about 2.5 hours of 

CPU time on a standard unix terminal. This type of integration also means that variables and 

data used in intermediate calculations, such as the climate inputs to the model, soil water 

deficit time series and drought indexes, are not routinely retained and stored. Only the initial 

inputs, including the downscaling coefficients, broad scale model fields and the final outputs 

are saved in a data structure.  To provide a convenient basis for reporting two time slices are 

used, 2030-2050 represents a medium range time frame and 2070-2090 a long range time 

frame.  Where relevant transient simulations are also analysed and provided.  

In most analyses the results are reported as percentages, representing the deviations  in 

drought probability from the 1980-99 baseline.  Thus the changes reported are additional to 

existing 20th century exposure to drought mapped in Figure 48. For example, a site which is 

currently in drought 5 percent of the time may have a projected change of 10 percent, leaving 

a final drought probability of 15 percent. The final scenarios are also a data rich source of 

information and require a considered approach to ensure that analysis is both practical and 

succinct.   Different approaches and levels of aggregation are used to assess and report the 

changes to drought probabilities under future scenarios, and these are described in the 

relevant parts of the results section. 

Analysis of multiple GCMs ensembles as undertaken here requires careful consideration as 

a number of methodologies are available (Carter 2007; Knutti et al. 2010).  Some strategies 

include from simple averaging of all GCMs, screening of GCMs to exclude those that are 

deemed less reliable through to weighting of GCMs based on a measure of quality. 

Discussion of techniques focussing on climatology applications can be found in Murphy et al. 

(2004); Katz (2002) provides an overview of approaches used in regional scale impact 

studies; and Ghosh and Mujumdar (2010) provide an example of non-parametric methods 

used for GCM scenario analysis of droughts. New approaches are emerging such as 

Bayesian likelihood analysis which attempt to formally quantify uncertainty as part of formal 

model verification (see Annan and Hargreaves 2010; Knutti et al. 2010).  As presented in the 

next section a range of techniques are used here, from derivation of probability density 

functions through to quantifying the range and central tendency of the model ensemble used.   

3.3 Results 

3.3.1  Base drought risk 

Late twentieth century (1980-99) drought probabilities are shown in Figure 48 as the 

percentage of time spent in drought. This is the base period of the study, and the future 

projections are expressed as the additional level of drought risk above or below that 

described in Figure 4. This reveals the expected geographic distribution of New Zealand 

droughts, with higher levels of exposure on the eastern sea board and key regions like the 

Canterbury Plains, Gisborne-Hawkes Bay and Northland being some of the most exposed 
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regions in New Zealand. There is also a degree of geographic complexity, evidence of sharp 

gradients of change over small distances and the presence of climatic niches, in terms of the 

reliability of climate across the country. It also suggests that some regions not normally 

considered to be exposed to drought have higher levels of exposure than might be 

anticipated. For example west coastal regions like Taranaki and Buller-Greymouth 

experience similar drought exposure to parts of the Canterbury Plains.  This re-enforces a 

key assumption of the drought indicator used in this study, where drought is calculated 

relative to historical thresholds [section 4.3.4]; namely that enterprises experience drought 

exposure relative to each environment.    

 

 

Figure 4: Base 20
th

 century drought probabilities expressed as percentage of time in drought 
for the period 1980-99.   

 

3.3.2 Probability density functions of change 

The scenarios describing additive changes to twentieth century drought exposure are 

summarised nationally in Figure 5 and Figure 6.  These are probability density functions 
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(PDFs) depicting the likelihood of change stratified by emissions scenario and time slice. 

They summarise the range of results for the 19 different models for all sites across the 

country. Probability density functions are used because they summarise a large range of 

data succinctly—each graph is based on around 650 000 individual data points.   

 

  

Figure 5: Probability density functions of projected changes to drought probabilities, 
accumulated over all of New Zealand, and based on the temperature PET downscaling method.    

The scenarios developed using the temperature based PET downscaling (Figure 49) indicate 

a bi-modal effect, where the most probable outcome is for no significant change in drought 

probability, but with a large chance of increasing drought exposure.  In the 2030-50 time slice 

the range of positive change spans a 5-20% addition to the time spent in drought, with a 

detectable but low chance of more severe change.  There are slight differences between the 

emission scenarios with B1 providing the mildest degree of change. A2 and A1B are almost 

identical except for small differences like the higher density of change at around 10 percent 

for A1B, and the very small probability of large increases at around 40 percent for A2.  The 

degree of positive change becomes stronger and the differences between scenarios more 

pronounced in the 2070-90 time slice. Changes in drought probability of 10 percent or more, 

and at worst up to 50-70 percent in the 2070-90 time frame, represent a very strong shift 

toward are more arid environment.  Under this scenario large parts of New Zealand are 

exposed to more prolonged and intense droughts that are well outside drought conditions 

experienced over the twentieth century period (1980-99).   
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Figure 6: Probability density functions of projected changes to drought probabilities 
accumulated over all of New Zealand, and based on the radiation PET downscaling method.    

The probability density functions summarising the results of the radiation PET downscaling 

method illustrate a smaller change in drought than the scenarios from the temperature based 

downscaling method (Figure 50).  Like the previous result the highest probability density was 

found around the zero percent change. But there was also a detectable increase in drought 

probability, in the order of 3-10 percent for the 2030-50 time slice and 5 to 15 percent at 

2070-90.  Increases of the order of 20 percent at 2030-50 and 30 or more percent at 2070-90 

are detectable but not frequent. Small differences are evident between the scenarios, with B1 

having the mildest change. A2 and A1B have a similar PDF, except for higher magnitude 

changes were the A2 appeared to slightly increase the probability of change at this level.  

While these scenarios show a lower order magnitude increase in drought than those 

developed with the temperature PET downscaling, the levels of positive change are not 

inconsequential. An additional 5-10 percent of time spent in drought in some locations by 

2030-50 represents almost a doubling over that experienced in the 1980-99 base period. The 

5-20 percent increases found by 2070-90 are well over a doubling.      

At this stage it is useful to reflect on how the projected magnitude of changes compares to 

the downscaling and GCM biases quantified in the previous chapter. Generally the positive 

shifts detected in the order of 5-10 percent are larger than the biases on agricultural land 

quantified of around 2-5 percent in the temperature downscaling method and 1-2 percent in 

the radiation downscaling method. This leads to the observation that the climate change 

signal detected in this analysis is greater than the bias quantified by downscaling and GCM.  

However, as there was a distinct spatial distribution in the bias it is appropriate to examine 

the scenarios geographically to further examine confidence in this observation.  
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3.3.3  Geographic analysis of change 

A mapping analysis of the scenario experiment is presented in Figure 51-Figure 52. Here the 

10th, 50th (median) and 90th percentiles of the 19 model ensemble are mapped for each 

emissions scenario and time slice. These levels represent: 

 the high end (90th  percentile) of the climate model ensemble;  

 the middle (median or 50th percentile) or most likely projection; and 

 the low end (10th percentile)  of the climate model ensemble.  

In the literature there are different methods and theoretical assumptions being developed 

and evaluated for analysing large multi-model ensembles (see Annan and Hargreaves 2010). 

This study adopts an approach which assumes that the middle of the ensemble represents 

the most likely projection in terms of climate model outcomes, with the high and low ends 

representing plausible but less likely projections.  To allow comparability, the contour range 

in each map is restricted to a range of plus to minus 10% additional time spent in drought 

beyond the base climate. As shown by the probability density functions there are positive 

changes well above 10%, so in the maps large changes above this level take a deep red 

colour.  

A key observation across all the results is the consistent spatial pattern of change, where for 

the most part an increase in drought probability is found for the Canterbury Plains. A similarly 

consistent result for little change in drought was found on the West Coast of the South 

Island. This geographic pattern of change was evident largely irrespective of climate model, 

scenario and time slice. Although the signal is not as consistent as found for Canterbury, 

droughts also increased for most models on the east coast of the North Island and in 

Northland.  This is the same spatial pattern of change found previously by NIWA (Mullan et 

al. 2005). The region where the scenarios diverge the most is the remainder of the North 

Island, which ranged from minimal change through to dramatic increase in exposure to 

drought.  This is not unexpected given the location of the North Island in the context of the 

global scenario (refer to Figure 1), a shift to a more tropically structured climate with mid 

latitude drying—and the known geographic and resolution based inconsistencies between 

the GCMs in identifying the precise region to which the mid-latitude rainfall decrease extends 

south.  

For the temperature based downscaling experiment (Figure 7) drought increases of 5-10% 

(additional time in drought) across Canterbury were found, even for the least severe 

projection, the low end of the GCM ensemble at 2030-50 for the lower B1 emissions 

scenario.  For this region the increase in time spent in drought and the geographic extent of 

this effect increased with GCM, scenario and in the longer term (2070-90) time slice. While it 

is the Canterbury Plains where agricultural land use is concentrated which appears to be 

consistently exposed to increased drought, this result does not hold for many of its main 

surface water catchments located in the Southern Alps. At the low end of the climate model 

ensemble little change is projected in the catchment areas, but for the mid and high points of 

the ensemble increases of 10% or greater are projected. This observation holds for all 

scenarios and time slices, except for the A2 and possibly the A1B low end of the climate 

model ensemble at 2070-90.   
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The diverse range across the GCM ensemble for the North Island (outside of the east coast) 

identified previously is pronounced in this experiment, with projected droughts ranging from 

little or small change at the low end of the climate models through to large often greater than 

10% increase at the high end. At the mid range of the model ensemble, projected change on 

the North Island has a complex geographic pattern with regions of little or no shift through to 

large (greater than 10%) increases in drought exposure.  Northland provides a good example 

of this diversity, with little or no change (0-2%) at the low end of the GCM ensemble, 

moderate (5-10%) change in the mid range and large increase (greater than 10%) in drought 

exposure at the high end of the GCM’s.
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B1 A1B A2 

 
 

 

Figure 7: Additional time spent in drought from 1980-99 for the temperature based PET downscaling method.  Percentiles summarise the 
range of outcomes across 19 climate models.   
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B1 A1B A2 

  

 

Figure 8: Additional time percentage of spent in drought  from 1980-99 for the radiation based PET downscaling method.  Percentiles 
summarise the range of outcomes across 19 climate models.
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The radiation downscaling experiment introduced more diversity across the GCMs, which 

may be reflecting the diverse ability of GCMs to simulate the surface energy budget. At the 

low end in Figure 8 droughts remained stable or slightly decreased, even in the 2070-90 time 

frame in some regions. The general geographic structure of change in drought described 

previously was not evident in the 2070-90 timeframe for the B1 emissions scenario, but was 

evident as a mild increase (2-5 %) in the A1B and A2 scenarios. The general spatial 

distribution of change to New Zealand drought exposure was clearer at the middle and high 

end of the GCM ensemble.  Similarly the diversity of change to drought exposure for the 

North Island was also reflected, ranging from stable and decreasing through to strong 

increases depending upon GCM.   

The geographic analysis of the scenario experiment also shows that the regions where the 

strongest increases in time spent in drought coincide with the regions shown to have least 

downscaling and GCM bias, also the main agricultural regions of New Zealand. This 

reaffirms the observation that in general the shifts projected by climate change are greater 

than the biases introduced by downscaling. This is a positive result for the methodology and 

builds confidence in the projections as well as inferences that can be drawn from them.   

3.3.4  Industry distribution of change 

To examine the projected changes in a more specific way they are stratified by current 

industry land use in accordance with the 2007 agricultural census. The land use was 

determined for each 5 km grid cell by calculating the dominant industry given the underlying 

mesh block classification. Where a clear dominant land use could not be identified the result 

for each grid cell is double counted.   

The results for the A1B emissions scenario stratified by this industry classification are 

presented in Figure 9 and Figure 10 as box plots. The boxplots illustrate the range of 

outcomes across the GCM ensemble for all locations relevant to each sector.  These clearly 

show the differences in magnitude between the two downscaling methods, with the radiation 

based approach (Figure 8) having a lower and more constrained degree of positive change 

and a greater proportion of area experiencing a reduction in drought. For the radiation based 

method the median changes were in the order of 2-5 percent increase across the industry 

sectors while for the temperature based method the median change was in the order of 5-

10% more time spent in drought.   
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Figure 9: Range of projected changes in drought probability for each sector based on 
current land use patterns for the temperature PET downscaling method.  Changes represent 
additional time spent in drought relative to the 1980-99 base period. The mid-point (circle) is 
the median of the GCM ensemble, with solid bars showing the inter-quartile range.  Thin lines 
extend to the 10

th
 and 90

th
 percentiles, with outliers shown as dots.    
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Figure 10: As Figure 9, but using the radiation PET downscaling method.   

 

Examining all agricultural land suggests that the whole sector is slightly more exposed to 

increasing drought under climate change than the country as a whole—but examining the 

overlap in the interquartile range shows that this is a small difference and not likely to be 

significant if a statistical test was applied. With the exception of the arable farming sector 

there were no major differences between the individual sectors and all agricultural land. 

Closer examination suggests that there are some marginal differences between sectors, for 

example in the radiation experiment the horticulture sector appears to experience a wider 

range of outcomes than the other sectors, with the 90th percentile being at a plus 15 percent 

level and the 10th percentile below the negative ten percent.     

3.3.5  Transient analysis of change 

As an alternative to the time slice analysis, a transient analysis was undertaken to examine 

the behaviour of drought probabilities over the 100 years 2000-2100. It was also an 

opportunity to focus on two aspects of drought that have not been addressed in the previous 

approach; the geographic scale of the event and the likelihood of receiving two ‘back to back’ 

droughts within a twelve month time-frame.  These are of interest as they are likely to be 

droughts of national economic significance. To analyse drought in this way a national 

indicator was constructed with the following modifications: 

 for each 5 km grid the drought occurrence index was calculated according to 

the approach and thresholds described previously; 

 given this base input a national drought occurrence index was calculated by 

firstly excluding all land not used in primary production; 
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 a widespread drought was deemed to have occurred when greater than 40 

percent of the agricultural land was in drought.  Drought was revoked when this 

figure fell below 40 percent.  The drought event also needed to be continuous 

spatially, that is greater than 90 percent of the grid cells deemed to be in 

drought needed to be adjacent; 

 a national scale drought was deemed to have occurred when two events of this 

nature were recorded within a twelve month window.  This was applied as a 

moving window recursively.  

 at this point the bivariate distribution of duration and intensity could be 

integrated and as before the percentage of time in drought calculated to 

represent the probability. 

 

Figure 11: Transient analysis of widespread back to back droughts for the two downscaling 
methods, for the A1B emissions scenario over 2010-2100.  Shaded areas summarise the 
interquartile range across 19 GCMs and the black lines are the median.   

The results of this analysis for the A1B emissions scenario are shown in Figure 11. The 

graphs show the most likely change in the GCM ensemble as a black line (the model 

ensemble median) and the range or ‘risk envelope’ around this as shading. Both methods 

illustrate that the most likely projection is for increased time spent in back-to-back drought 

across the century out to 2100. It is a further illustration of the differences in magnitude 

between the two downscaling approaches, as by around 2040 the differences between the 

two approaches become greater than the intermodel differences between GCMs.  

The temperature method suggests a dramatic rise in the order of an addition 40-50 percent 

in the prospect of widespread back to back droughts by the end of the century.  Examining 

the median change the rate of increase appears to peak at around 2080 and plateau out to 

the end of the century—reflecting the emissions profile in the A1B marker scenario described 

in section 3.2.2. This represents a strong and significant shift to a much more arid climatic 

regime, where the type of droughts that are currently challenging to manage for the national 

economy become a regular feature of New Zealand’s climatic environment.  

While the radiation downscaling method also suggests an increase in drought probability 

over time, the magnitude is far lower.  The median of the GCMs peaks at around an 

additional ten percent in 2070 then plateaus and declines by the end of the century to around 
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a 5 percent increase. Interestingly this effect beyond 2070 is consistent with the A1B marker 

scenario were global population peaks in the middle of the century with a declining rate of 

emissions increase from 2060. While the range of models suggest an increase in drought 

exposure for all GCMs using the temperature downscaling, the lower range of the models in 

the radiation method shows minimal change or even periods of decrease out to 2100.  

There is also presence of inter-decadal climate variability in the transient analysis.  This is a 

reminder that the GCMs are sensitive to this shorter range variability, but it should be 

stressed that there is likely to be little predictive skill for identifying the timing of short range 

variability—it is not appropriate to use this to pinpoint which future decades might or might 

not have increased exposure to drought.  Interestingly the magnitude of longer term change 

projected by the temperature only method is far greater than the decadal variability, but for 

the radiation method it may not be. These types of subtleties have a bearing on how 

adaptation planning might be undertaken. As mentioned in the introduction to this study, 

decadal scale variability has not been analysed here, but its presence, predictability and 

relationships with both shorter term variability (ENSO and SAM) and longer term change are 

worthy of attention by researchers.   

3.4 Discussion  

3.4.1  Relationship with previous studies 

The broad level result of this study is confirmation of work by Mullan et al. (2005), who found 

that under future scenarios constrained by GCMs vulnerability to drought in New Zealand 

increases in regions that are currently more exposed, specifically the eastern seaboard of the 

North and South Islands. This east-west divide in projected change has now been found in 

two studies with different climate models, downscaling methods and approaches used to 

quantifying drought.  In this study, the most consistent result was for minimal change on the 

West coast of the South Island and for increased future exposure on the Canterbury Plains. 

Although not as consistent, generally increases in drought vulnerability were also found in 

the Hawkes Bay-Gisborne and Northland regions. Like the 2005 drought study, and for 

rainfall projections in general, there was also a wide range in the magnitude of projections for 

the majority of the North Island, where little or no change through to large increases were 

found, sometimes well over a doubling in exposure to drought.  

Where this study differs from the previous work is in the quantification of the magnitude of 

change and identifying its associated uncertainty. At one level this study used approaches 

where downscaling and model error could be tracked more specifically than the previous 

work. This strengthened the overall confidence in the projections particularly for use on 

agricultural land as the climate change signal detected was greater than the error introduced 

by downscaling and GCMs. This is an important result for the overall approach, and should 

also add weight to the previous study given the consistencies found. As described in section 

3.4.3, tracking error in this way points to some areas of future work where uncertainties might 

be reduced.  

The key difference between the studies is in the range of magnitudes found in future drought 

scenarios.  The 2005 work reported increases to drought probability of at least twice as often 

in some areas, through to four times as often for a one in twenty year drought. While this 

study provides further evidence that this range of change is plausible over the next 100 
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years, results from the lower end of the GCM ensemble provide scenarios of milder change.  

These equate to less than a doubling of a 1 in 10 year drought in the more exposed regions 

described previously. More significantly, this study also explicitly identified and pursued 

methodological uncertainty in the downscaling of potential evapotranspiration.  This resulted 

in two distinct future projections of drought in New Zealand:  

1. a ‘temperature driven scenario’ which pushes the country well towards a climate 

that is more arid with large increases in drought exposure, well over a doubling 

in the more exposed regions;  

2. a ‘radiation driven scenario’ where there is milder climate change, ranging from 

no movement or even slight decreases in drought exposure through to a future 

where the change is tightly constrained to at worst around or just below a 

doubling in the most exposed regions.   

Although there are small geographic differences, generally both of these projections have the 

same spatial pattern of exposure described previously. Differences in results between 

methods for estimating potential evaporation are consistent with results from the recent 

scientific literature. Two key examples are: in a global level climate change study, Kingston 

et al. (2009) found that although there were consistently increasing signals of PET 

associated with a warming climate, there was almost a 100% difference in the magnitude of 

signals depending on the PET derivation method; in a hydrological study of the United 

Kingdom, Kay and Davies (2008) compared one temperature based PET method with a 

physical method (Penman-Monteith) and found large differences between the two 

approaches when they are resolved with climate change scenarios.  Similar uncertainties 

surrounding the quantification and representation of surface water flux are also found 

independent of climate change analysis, for example in model development (Oudin et al. 

2005a,b; Droogers 2000; Green et al. 2008), trend analysis of observation (Rayner 2007) 

and derivation of a fully transportable approach to quantifying potential evapotranspiration 

(Lu et al. 2005; Chavez Eguez 2008).     

The discussion of both these results by Kingston et al. (2009) and Kay and Davies (2008) 

identifies a methodological issue also found in this study, and one that is also common in all 

estimation and modelling of PET—the choice between simpler temperature based PET 

methods that have fewer inputs but are more empirical and less faithful to known processes, 

versus methods where there is more process information but are more complex and more 

data intensive.  As found here and in the other studies, when resolved with projections from 

GCMs the two methods can behave quite differently and un-expectedly, both in terms of their 

20th century diagnostics as well as the nature of climate change scenarios that they produce. 

In this study the methodological differences created a wide range of outcomes, outside of the 

range of the GCMs when evaluated nationally, and potentially changing the sign of the 

response for some GCMs when evaluated regionally.     

3.4.2  Probability, uncertainty and risk management 

At this point it is important to re-consider the purpose of scenario analysis in this and other 

contexts; they are developed to create plausible futures for the process of scenario planning. 

The foremost job of a scenario analysis is to uncover the most likely projection, the future 

given most weight in a planning exercise. In this case plan for around 10% more time spent 

in drought in the coming century in key eastern agricultural regions of New Zealand.  The 
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second task is to examine the range of outcomes and establish less likely but plausible future 

scenarios. For New Zealand contingencies can be developed for a low range outcome a ‘no 

change in drought’ projection, and a high range outcome a strong shift towards a more arid 

climate. These can be considered but given less weight than the most likely scenario in 

planning.   

The information from scenario analysis is only valuable if it is used in planning exercises—an 

active dialogue by managers about what tangible steps can be considered under the different 

scenarios. The value is in developing new insights, clearer strategies and importantly 

contingencies to manage the full range of plausible outcomes.  This is sometimes known as 

‘what-if planning’ or ‘futures management’. This is best achieved within a planning 

framework, and because projections have a probabilistic nature, this is an exercise that 

should be firmly grounded in risk management. In this context, and using the Australian New 

Zealand Standard, this research and resulting drought scenarios represent the very first 

stages of this process. They are best used to raise risk awareness and guide constructive 

action-oriented dialogue by managers.  

Moving forward from a scenario plan to tangibly improving actual risk preparedness for 

climate change, in other words building resilience or reducing vulnerability to drought, is done 

by developing and implementing risk management activities.  This involves identification and 

costing of potential affirmative actions; and implementing and monitoring those actions. This 

is a very different activity to scenario planning and requires different information than the 

scenarios developed here, such as cost-benefit analysis of different options.  

This study has clearly shown the contribution that downscaling GCMs can make to improving 

risk awareness under climate change in New Zealand. The consistent geographic pattern of 

change to drought exposure has been found now in two studies. Without this effort to 

downscale GCMs, New Zealand would be entering the future largely unaware that this is a 

physically plausible outcome. We would also argue that quantifying the range of results from 

multiple climate models and identifying less likely but plausible scenarios is also valuable. By 

carefully tracking the range of results we were able to identify two physically plausible sets of 

futures, one with mild and the other with severe increases in drought exposure. For scenario 

planning it means options need to be identified for both outcomes. Given the effort to 

downscale GCMs both monitoring and further research to reduce uncertainty can now be 

more targeted.   

Updating the scenarios and GCMs from the 2005 study is an illustration that uncertainties in 

climate change are not irreducible, and further improvement to GCM based climate change 

scenarios can be anticipated over time. There is also a level of certainty in the results that 

can be used to identify and guide decisions that can be made now. Knowledge of the range 

of outcomes also helps to target decision making in the future, for instance clarity around 

which actions might remain purely as contingency plans for now until a greater level of 

precision is attained in the future. All of these responses are consistent with a risk 

management approach.  

The use of GCMs for developing scenarios does not in any way preclude or diminish the 

value of sensitivity analysis independent of climate projection, or a more ‘bottom up’ 

approach that might take a whole farm and examine its vulnerability.  In the context of risk 

management, information from this approach, like cost-benefit analysis, is likely to be more 
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useful as the process matures and help guide the tangible actions needed for becoming 

more risk prepared. Similarly this should not be seen as an activity that should preclude the 

redevelopment of ‘top-down’ GCM based scenarios in the future. Both approaches have a 

contribution to make toward climate change risk management, which in itself is an iterative 

process that should be continually updated with new information as it improves.  

It is also tempting and sometimes a requirement of analysts to conclude by identifying what 

tangible and specific management actions should now be taken.  This has been avoided in 

this study in favour of the general discussion about scenario planning and risk management 

presented above. Options for improving agricultural drought risk management are certainly 

available at the farm level, for example diversifying income or improving access to irrigation 

water.  They are also available at the broader institutional level such as improving early 

warning systems or re-examining the types and timeliness of support provided during a 

drought. These and other options may be discussed by managers in a scenario planning 

exercise, and prove to be a tangible means of adapting to the future drought scenarios posed 

in this study.  Going further along this theme is outside the scope of this work, and more 

valuably undertaken by managers who are seeking to build resilience to climate change in 

their own specific contexts.  

3.4.3  Further research 

It is within the scope of the study to comment on potential avenues for further research within 

the framework of GCM based scenario analysis, and climate science more broadly. Some of 

these are consistent with the risk management action of seeking to reduce uncertainty 

through monitoring and increasing the precision of a risk analysis. These can be stratified 

into smaller targeted areas of work that follow immediately from this study and some broader 

longer term substantive lines of research that could be pursued.  The more targeted options 

for further work are:  

 there is clearly opportunity to extend the partial least squares regression 

downscaling framework developed in this study to operate at a daily timescale 

and for more variables;  

 further to this there is also opportunity to continue working with other methods 

for empirically downscaling daily rainfall, for example application of non-linear 

regression or analogue models;  

 there is also opportunity to utilise the results from NIWA’s physical regional 

climate model  (RCM).  This hinges on the timing of different model runs and 

model improvements, as well as work underway in bias correction of these 

simulations;  

 in the short term there is also need to undertake further experiments and inter 

comparison of different PET downscaling methods given both empirical and 

dynamic modelling;  

 collectively these initiatives would prepare for the IPCC’s 5th Assessment 

Report, where the next CMIP5 experiment will run updated Global Climate 

Models with new emissions scenarios based on representative concentration 

pathways;  
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 it is also possible to downscale alternative GCM experiments such as the 

doubling carbon dioxide simulations in order to provide a basis for impact 

sensitivity analysis or relating system responses to a per degree global warming 

basis.   

 consistent with efforts internationally there is scope to improve and update New 

Zealand’s drought early warning information systems. This might include 

expansion of drought indicators, inclusion of new forecasting methodologies 

and improvements to underlying models.  

 

Some potential broader lines of research include:  

 the results provide further illustration that there is a case to improve the 

monitoring of climate in some of New Zealand’s regions, notably the alpine 

zones of hydrological catchments.  Such action is a feasible way to reduce 

uncertainty under present and future climate but will take time to accrue its full 

value.  This has been known for some time and was clearly identified in the 

stakeholder workshop preceding this study (Clark and Tait 2008). NIWA has a 

fledgling snow and ice network and has also been trialling innovations to 

improve the modelling of rainfall and temperature fields in these zones;  

 this parallels the need to work on fundamental physical knowledge concerning 

the behaviour, modelling and downscaling of the precipitation mechanism in the 

Southern Alps. Given the uncertainty identified in this study, improving the 

geographic precision of projected climate in this region is clearly important to 

future management of the water resource; 

 there is need to work toward an overall improvement to monitoring and resulting 

downscaling of potential evapotranspiration, so as to inform decision makers 

which of the two climate futures identified in this study is the more plausible.  

This also relates to uncertainties surrounding the field response of plants under 

elevated carbon dioxide.  We believe that substantive improvement in this area 

requires a more precise and long term monitoring campaign for this variable. 

NIWA has already undertaken a small step toward this goal with a permanent 

eddy covariance system soon to be installed at one site on the Canterbury 

Plains, integrated with greenhouse gas monitoring activities.   

 although not thoroughly analysed there is need for further work on decadal 

scale climate variability as it relates to New Zealand and interactions with both 

longer term climate change and also shorter run variability.  While it is 

convenient to summarise climate across 20-30 year windows, managers will 

experience climate change as the integral of these sources of variability. 

Although targeted research in this area is at a very early stage, there are 

opportunities emerging such as global climate model experiments set up to 

track decadal signals.  In the future there may be scope to build this information 

into a drought early warning system for New Zealand.  
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 there is clearly need for general improvements to the modelling of convective 

precipitation to improve the precision of studies like this one. This has been 

identified in numerous occasions and forums, and is a community wide 

challenge for climate research.  There are a diverse range of innovations that 

are being pursued, too many to describe sensibly here (see Trenberth et al. 

2003 for a discussion).  Additionally the difficulty of this task should also not be 

understated.  
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4. Review of drought indicators  

4.1 Summary 

This chapter provides a review of drought definitions, indicators and also examines the 

selection of a water balance for producing estimates of drought. The chapter focuses on 

methodology, with a key consideration the parsimony of drought indicators and simulation 

models with the temporal and spatial scales of climate projections. The work was undertaken 

to examine some of the factors surrounding drought analysis raised in stakeholder 

consultation (Clark and Tait 2008).  

4.1.1 Drought indicators 

The review illustrates that drought does not have a universal definition, and compared to 

other natural hazards it is ‘insidious’ or lacks specificity, and hence there are uncertainties in 

defining it for both research and management. Drought definitions and the construction of 

drought indicators are context specific. International evaluations have shown that no matter 

which indicator is selected it is likely to be open for critique by some stakeholders.  This is a 

common and unavoidable aspect of drought research and management, more formerly 

termed ‘operational indeterminacy’;  

Following an assessment of drought indicators, development of a simple dry land agronomic 

index of soil water is pursued in this study. This is a compromise between a purely climatic 

indicator which may not account for rainfall effectiveness and hydrological, production and 

economic indicators. The later set of indicators have the advantage of being more relevant 

and direct estimates of drought impact for specific industries. But it would be difficult and 

resource intensive to build the type of universal indicator sought after for this study based on 

hydrological, agricultural and socio economic indicators of drought.  This is because there is 

neither sufficient data nor a modelling methodology to generate future projections of drought 

under climate change on a comprehensive national to regional basis using these indicators. 

A dry land soil water based index provides an agriculturally relevant drought indicator that is 

generalisable both across regions and industries and supports projection analysis.   

The overall structure of the Phillips and McGregor Drought Index (PMDI) has been used in 

this study as it provides a framework where the duration and intensity thresholds used to 

define drought are transparent. This replaces the use of potential evapotranspiration deficit 

(PED) used in the previous study  (Mullan et al. 2005). The PMDI has some advantage over 

the other indicators considered, as in most cases drought defining thresholds were not 

transparent but inherent in complex technical procedures. The PMDI has been set up using 

thresholds built from historical analysis, rather than physically based thresholds, providing a 

description of relative drought across New Zealand. For this study the PMDI was modified to 

be sensitive to severe events in the New Zealand context, the types of drought durations and 

intensities which have potentially strong impacts on management and production. The 

following specific thresholds are used: drought occurs when soil water is below the 10th 

percentile of 20th Century variability (1980-2000) for one month, and revoked only when it is 

above this threshold for more than one month.   
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4.1.2 Water balance models 

A second modification was made to the published PMDI framework, where instead of 

accumulated rainfall anomalies soil water was used as the physical input. As soil water is to 

be derived from climate variables through simulation, a verification study of a number of 

alternative simulation models was also undertaken. This builds an evidence base to guide 

model selection and addresses some of the key questions raised about methodologies in 

stakeholder consultation.  

It was found that when considering the ‘severe level droughts’ approximated by the 

thresholds detailed above, differences between simple and more complex models were 

small.  Detailed verification using a national network of observations also pointed to a similar 

conclusion—although a more complex framework could be devised to attain more precision, 

such gains are unlikely to effect the overall calculation of long term probabilities of severe 

drought.  

These results provide evidence that some assumptions taken in the 2005 study and those 

underpinning NIWA’s current operational system are valid. Specifically a simplified water 

balance is an appropriate framework for analysis of drought events of around one month or 

more in duration at national to regional scales. The final model applied is a one layer water 

balance with an exponential decay function to calculate loss by evapotranspiration. The 

decay function differs slightly from NIWA’s operational model which uses a step-function with 

a set relationship—this small refinement was implemented so that the simulations are 

sensitive to soil texture across New Zealand, as described by current Fundamental Soil 

Layer datasets.  

Sensitivity tests were also carried out using a more detailed biophysical water balance to 

assess the influence of stomata response under rising carbon dioxide in the context of 

calculating long term drought.  The tests illustrate that stomata response is not an important 

factor when considering the severe drought events examined by this study. This is consistent 

with recent field evidence which illustrates that the closure of stomata and associated plant 

growth response under elevated carbon dioxide is not pronounced at times of water 

limitation.  Carbon dioxide fertilisation and plant responses are not examined further or used 

to produce projections of drought in this study of drought, but as discussed in more detail it is 

an important factor when considering total production variability.      

4.2 Defining drought 

Drought is generally defined as a severe moisture deficit below expected levels that restricts 

some type of activity (Wilhite et al. 2006). It is important not to confuse drought with related 

concepts like aridity where low rainfall is a permanent feature of the climatic environment, 

seasonality where water shortage is a normal part of the annual climatic regime, or 

desertification where a region of aridity shifts because of poor management (White and 

Walcott 2009).    

Moving beyond this general definition of drought is problematic as it is a complex insidious 

event when contrasted to other natural phenomena (Wilhite et al. 2006; Hisdal and Tallasken 

2005): it does not have clear entry, duration and termination points compared to floods, fires 

and storms. There are random properties of drought that do not lend themselves to standard 

analysis (Gordon 1992).   Drought is ‘context specific’ as both its biophysical properties and 
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physical impacts vary considerably between socio economic groups, regions and 

industries—it is possible that two adjacent farms experiencing the same climatic drought 

conditions will be experiencing different economic impacts.  

As a result defining and quantifying drought is a research field in its own right, and there are 

many alternative definitions. Despite this diversity, two general frameworks are identified in 

this report as a way of understanding the numerous drought definitions, which lead to the 

methods of quantifying drought. The first and more widespread framework defines drought 

as a natural hazard.  This is based on the notion that precipitation deficit leads to a water 

shortage and subsequent negative impact on an activity, group or environmental process 

(White and Walcott 2009, Wilhite 2000).  The second framework examines drought as a risk 

that can be managed (White and Walcott 2009).  This is based on the assumption that the 

impacts of drought can be reduced or avoided by taking actions, or that systems have an 

inherent resilience that can be adjusted.  

4.2.1 Drought as a natural hazard 

Research viewing drought as a natural hazard supports responses that manage the event 

during its occurrence, thereby alleviating and or repairing damage and loss.  Examples 

include the formation of regional drought committees; the provision of income and other 

forms of support to farmers during a drought; and in some countries the alleviation of food 

shortages in the broader community.  Best practice in this approach relies on: establishing 

planned and funded responses well before the drought event occurs; the use of well targeted 

drought indicators as an early warning system that guide the timely implementation of these 

responses; and ongoing monitoring to promote an early recovery. 

The widely cited work of Wilhite (2000) on defining drought draws heavily on the view that 

droughts are a natural hazard.   This stratifies drought definitions and indicators into a series 

of general categories:  

Meteorological: based on the degree of rainfall deficit relative to what is considered normal 

for a given climatic environment;  

 Hydrological: based on the physical water supply shortfall such as runoff, river 

flows and dam levels.     

 Agronomic: based on levels of biophysical production, principally plant growth 

and crop yield, but also animal condition and numbers for livestock industries 

 Economic: based on estimates of farm gate income, debt, equity and other 

business performance estimates.  At a macro level it is referring to a reduction 

to the supply of goods and services. 

 Social: based on measures like farmer stress, the number of forced sales of 

properties attributable to drought and or perceptions of climate variability.  

4.2.2 Drought as a manageable risk 

Defining drought as a manageable risk supports the identification of vulnerability and 

improvement of drought resilience.  In agriculture, this is achieved by adopting a more 

holistic systems view of farming leading to transformational changes such as: shifts to the 

intensity of management; new or alternative production systems more appropriate to the 
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climatic variability of a given region; and business restructuring to adapt to the dual risk of 

price and climate variability. Figure 12 is an example of how drought can be viewed as a 

manageable risk (White and Walcott, 2009).  Here meteorological droughts are considered 

causes or drivers of hydrological processes like the soil water balance.  The functioning of 

these processes gives rise to drought biophysical impacts like lack of irrigation water, loss of 

pasture growth and animal condition.  In turn these biophysical impacts give rise to set of 

socio-economic drought effects for example loss of production and reduction of farm income.    

 

Figure 12: Drought as a manageable risk: a framework.  Used and modified with permission 

from White and Walcott (2009). 

In an agricultural landscape the meteorological causes of drought are increasingly modified 

by management as processes, as impacts and production outputs and outcomes are 

considered.  This is illustrated by the blue arrows in Figure 12 which illustrates that an 

average climatic season could end up producing an above or below average farm income 

depending upon management practices.  If a system is resilient to drought, climatic inputs 

lower than 30% of historical range might yield a farm cash income of 50% or greater than 

historical returns.  The red arrow is indicative of a drought that cannot be managed; 

suggesting that a meteorological threshold exists below which management actions cannot 

mitigate negative impacts.   
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The presence and quantification of such climatic thresholds and their relationship with 

management is a key uncertainty when defining and assessing drought (White and Walcott 

2009). Similarly, drought risk management is difficult to define because it is context specific:  

it is a management process that is highly situation dependant and evolves over time given 

the almost unique climatic and financial pressures experienced during each drought event 

(Clark 2001). It is possible to build illustrative examples (typologies) of the type of 

management options that are available, but it is difficult to be specific and prescriptive 

without real context. Some example typologies include;  

 institutional governance like national to regional adaptive planning, research 

management, crisis response management (Nelson et al. 2008; Steinemann 

and Cavalcanti 2006); and  

 specific farm level responses, such as: manipulating production system 

intensity; early sale of stock to avoid impacts on the animal and feed costs; 

opportunistic purchase of fodder in good times; use of forward selling and 

diversifying income so that a farm business is less sensitive to rainfall deficits. 

4.2.3 Objective drought indicators  

Drought indicators provide an objective basis for quantification and analysis of drought, and 

can be a source of information in both of the main frameworks used to define drought. 

Importantly the selection of specific indicators and degree of integration are different between 

the two frameworks.  The hazard definition usually relies on one or two universal or generic 

drought indicators specific to a given response, for example meteorological or soil moisture 

metrics. In the manageable risk framework, multiple indicators are used highlighting climate 

inputs, biophysical function and outputs.  In this case it is important that the indicators are 

tightly integrated, and that there is a high degree of consistency in their derivation and 

analysis.  

Beyond the general framework used to define drought, other more specific properties of 

drought need to be considered to construct objective indicators: 

 every individual drought event will have a unique duration or persistence, and 

intensity.  But the duration and intensity of drought also have a degree of 

positive dependence;   

 drought goes through distinct phases including an entry or onset phase as well 

as a recovery, exit or termination phase.   Depending upon prevailing climatic 

conditions, these phases may be rapid and obvious, while in some events they 

develop slowly in a way that is not always observable without sophisticated 

analysis;  

 drought recovery can be particularly difficult to define (Day et al.  2005) as it is 

in part dependent on the severity of preceding conditions—a few rainfalls may 

constitute recovery from a low intensity drought but will not constitute recovery 

from a severe drought;   

 the impacts and effects will lag behind the meteorological causes of a drought, 

for instance when a region is well into a climatic recovery the financial effects 

may be at their most intense and persist for some time;   
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 drought may also be defined in terms of its geographic scale, for example 

individual properties, regions or at a national level;   

 droughts can also be dependant upon the temporal scale of examination, for 

example do two distinct dry periods within the same 18 month period constitute 

one long drought or two separate events? At what point does a succession of 

individual drought events constitute a shift to a more arid climatic environment?  

The literature documents a large and diverse range of drought indicators that have been 

developed over the past twenty years. Some examples of overviews of drought indicators 

include: Rao and Voeller (1997) White et al. (1998); Steinemann and Cavalcanti (2006) and 

Wilhite (2006); White and Walcott (2009).  Some examples of applied agricultural drought 

analysis include: Stafford Smith and McKeon (1998); Stephens (1998); Arena et al. (2006); 

and Yoo et al. (2006). Examples of hydrological analysis include: Clausen and Pearson 

(1995); Ramsay et al. (2008); Thompson (2006); and Arena et al. (2006).  A review by 

Steinemann (2005, cited in Steinemann and Cavalcanti  2006) identified 150 different 

drought indicators, noting that this may not be a comprehensive list.   

A key insight common in this body of work is that there is no universally accepted drought 

indicator, and they need to be developed for a specific context, are suited to different 

purposes and are motivated for a variety of reasons.  The appropriateness of a given 

indicator for its stated purpose is the key factor to consider when examining a drought 

analysis. Some of the contexts in which drought indicators are developed include:  

 to provide a description of drought for use in climate research or event based 

risk analysis (e.g., Mullan et al.  2005; Blenkinsop and Fowler 2007;  Hennessy 

et al. 2008);  

 to provide information for planners and practitioners to trigger responses as part 

of regional drought plans or national response (Steinemann and Cavalcanti 

2006; White and Bordas 1997);  

 as part of an early warning system to build anticipation and preparedness into 

drought response;  

 to trigger on farm management responses;  

 in formal drought declaration and monitoring systems which are sometimes 

linked to Government interventions designed to alleviate effects.   

The high degree of arbitrary choice in selecting an appropriate indicator is a source of 

controversy in many drought analyses and management activities.   It is likely that no matter 

what indicator is chosen and developed for a given context some stakeholders will not be 

entirely happy with the choice.  It is often difficult to anticipate the needs of every individual 

stakeholder, or the context in which they interpret or wish to use an indicator. This has been 

described more formerly by Steinemann and Cavalcanti (2006) as ‘operational 

indeterminacy’ and is an unavoidable aspect of drought research and management.  

A degree of pragmatism is also required in selecting indicators as data quality and 

availability, the timeliness of information and the nature of supporting models influence 

choice. For this reason, and because they are the leading expressions of drought in the 
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landscape, meteorological indicators are the most widely used. Many countries have well 

established near real time climate monitoring networks that provide a rich source of current 

and long term historical data (White and Walcott 2009). An increasing number also have the 

modelling infrastructure needed to produce derived agronomic indicators like simulated soil 

water and crop yields.  

Given data availability, going beyond meteorological drought indicators to agronomic indices 

based on field observations or socio-economic indicators based on survey or simulations can 

be problematic.  They are less widely used because they are not monitored as intensively or 

routinely and may not have lengthy historical data sets by which to establish benchmarks. 

Thus well founded measures of impact are usually more difficult to obtain and analyse, 

particularly in near real time. Economic studies of impacts (e.g. MAF 2009) are usually 

undertaken well after an event has passed and usually it is difficult to undertake a 

longitudinal analysis over many decades. 

4.2.4 Candidate indicators 

The purpose of this study is to undertake a generalised national to regional scale analysis of 

drought where scenarios under projected future climate can be developed. Hence the study 

naturally follows a hazard and largely meteorological definition of drought. It is also important 

to recognise that the selection of indicators in this context is undertaken with a considerable 

degree of stakeholder guidance. The 2008 consultation (Clark and Tait 2008) ratified some 

general factors identified in the previous industry consultation reported by Porteous (2005).  

‘Desirable properties’ developed through these consultation processes for a New Zealand 

drought indicator should be :  

Universal – the index should be applicable to all parts of the country, and be suitable for both 

nation-wide and regional analyses.  The index should also be sufficiently versatile to cope 

with varying thresholds or scales of severity; 

 easily interpreted;  

 supported by readily available data to enable calculation of robust anomaly and 

recurrence statistics; 

 should enable improved advice to farmers for land use planning; 

 an indication of production loss; 

 suitable for subsequent research needs – eg.  land use, social implications, 

water policy;  

 based on parameters for which projection of future change can be plausibly 

developed, given current knowledge; 

 able to be linked to decision trigger points (eg. the kinds of thresholds that 

farmers might use to implement drought mitigation actions), and; 

 represent both the duration and intensity of droughts, as both are important. 

Within this overall context Table 2 introduces a small subset of drought indicators described 

in the literature that were considered as candidates for this study.  Table 2 focuses on 
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indicators that can be derived from climate data, thereby supporting the desired properties of 

universality, data availability for national-regional scale analysis and ability to integrate them 

in a projection study. They are organised by general drought definition to represent the major 

alternatives that were considered for this study. This suite of indicators is firstly assessed by 

general appraisal to highlight some properties of the candidate set. A more detailed 

examination of assumptions, including some supplementary analysis, is undertaken to 

assess the assumptions of the main candidates in the New Zealand context.   

4.2.5 General appraisal of indicators 

A common criticism of all the rainfall or meteorological based indicators listed in Table 2 is 

that they provide only a partial measure of agricultural drought as they don’t account for 

rainfall effectiveness for plant growth and yield. For instance rainfall may occur outside the 

optimal temperature window for growth or at a rate where runoff is high. Simple rainfall 

aggregates may depart from yields or complex calculation procedures developed to try to 

account for these factors, such as the cumulative rainfall deficiencies (CRD). Rainfall based 

indicators do however provide a practical, general leading index because this is the dominant 

driver of drought for many industries and natural systems. Sometimes because it is a leading 

index and there are good climate monitoring networks, rainfall based indicators are chosen 

for early warning—the WMO has recently adopted the standardised precipitation index (SPI) 

as its universal drought indicator; and rainfall deciles (RD) have been used under Australia’s 

National Drought Policy as a leading indicator to ‘trigger’ a more detailed appraisal of 

agronomic and socio economic impacts.   

Indicators based on soil moisture are usually considered more relevant as a general drought 

indicator for agriculture because they account for rainfall effectiveness.  Examples from  

Table 2 include the Palmer Index, Potential Evapotranspiration Deficit and the Soil Moisture 

Deficit Index. Ideally soil moisture based indicators should be derived with monitored field 

data, but this is not always practical or possible. For instance New Zealand is one of the few 

countries which has a national soil moisture monitoring network but the data set is not yet 

comprehensive enough to build national level drought indicators for a full climate period (20-

30 years).  Often drought indicators based on soil moisture are derived from a simulated 

water balance driven by climate observations.  

Although soil moisture provides a more agronomic drought indicator it only goes part of the 

way to accounting for rainfall effectiveness. Temperature restrictions on crop and pasture 

growth during winter for example can influence the timing and duration of droughts. More 

specificity for a given farm or industry can be obtained by basing drought indicators on direct 

measures of production such as crop yield and pasture growth or even socio economic 

indicators like farm cash income. However with specificity comes the penalty of losing 

universality, a desirable property of a drought indicator for this study.   
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Table 2: Candidate indicators considered for use in this study.

Meteorological 

Rainfall deciles  

Gibbs and Maher (1967)     
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Ranks accumulated rainfall (TPn) over 
an integration period (t, e. g 3, 6 or 12 
months) relative to historical data.  

Hutchinson Drought 
Severity Index (HDSI) 

Smith et al. (1993) 
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inn RPHDSI  

The sum of rainfall percentiles (RP) over the 
integration period t.   

Cumulative Rainfall 
Deficiencies (CRD) 

      nmeann PPCRD  

where P(n)<Pmean 

Sum of the mean (Pmean) minus the 
observed rainfall (P(n)) when the observed is 
less than the mean.   

Drought Severity Index 
(DSI) 

Phillips and McGregor 
(1998) 
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DSI  

Entry when  Xy<Xm 

 

Terminate when Xy<Xm and Xy>Xm  

Standardised accumulation (divided by 
standard deviation then multiplied by 100) of 
precipitation anomaly for a period i.   
Drought entry when negative.   Drought 
termination when positive the ith month 

running mean (Xm).    

Standardised 
Precipitation Index 
(SPI) 

Cancelliere et al. (2007) 
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The observed rainfall (Xy) minus the mean 
rainfall (Xm) divided by the standard 

deviation () 

New Zealand Definition 
(NZD) 

Mosley and Pearson 
(1997) 
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Drought is a 15 day period where there is no 
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a, b,c,d, are weighting factors for snow 
(Psnow), precipitation (Pprec), stream (Pstrm) 
and reservoir (Presv) anomalies respectively.   

Agronomic 

 

Plant Growth Index 
(PGI) 

McDonald (1994) 

    nn PgrPGI   

where Pgr>t 

Accumulation of plant growth rate (Pgr) 
when it exceeds a critical threshold (t)  

Palmer Drought 
Severity Index (PDSI) 

Palmer (1968) 
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Palmer Moisture Anomaly Index, a function 
of monthly anomaly indexes for evaporation, 
loss, runoff, recharge and runoff determined 
from a water balance  

Potential Evaporation 
Deficit (PED) 

Porteous et al. (2005) 
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Accumulation over period t (twelve months 
July-June) of the difference between 
potential (Ep) and actual (Ea) evaporation 

determined from a model.   

Soil Moisture Deficit 
Index (SMDI) 

Narasimhan and 
Srinivasan (2005) 
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A key criticism of many drought indicators is that complex calculation schemes are devised in 

an attempt to account for rainfall effectiveness or remove volatility.  At this point drought 

indicators can loose their transparency and are not readily interpretable.   For example, the 

Palmer Drought Severity Index and the Soil Moisture Deficit Index have lengthy computation 

procedures that attribute different weightings to parts of the water balance (evaporation, 

runoff, drainage, transpiration).  Once soil water input is established, the drought index is 

produced by re-calibration to a scale from -4 to 4.   While this produces a standardised 

metric, further work needs to be done by users to track this back to physical processes (soil 

water deficit) to trigger management actions. 

Drought indicators do not always provide a valid metric or have enough sensitivity in 

environments where the rainfall distribution is highly skewed, such as rangelands, arid zones 

or deserts.  This is particularly true when assumptions about ‘normality’ are built into the 

indicators calculation.  For example, the Phillips and McGregor index in Table 2 is based on 

anomalies from the monthly mean rainfall.  In some arid environments the monthly mean is 

close to zero, so this index would be highly unstable in these environments. Similarly some 

indices are not sensitive enough in extremely wet environments where there are very short 

duration rainfall deficits.  

Drought indicators are also built on assumptions about the spatial and temporal scale of 

events.  For example the choice of climate integration period in a rainfall decile analysis 

builds in assumptions about what drought durations are considered severe.  In this case the 

assumptions are not wholly transparent and the end user needs to carefully consider the 

integration period, making interpretation of rainfall deciles difficult. 

4.2.6 Detailed appraisal of indicators 

Occurrence thresholds 

An important aspect of all drought indicators are the assumptions used to determine 

occurrence thresholds, or the entry and exit criterion.  The critical distinction is whether they 

are based on a measure of a ‘historical’ or a ‘physical’ threshold.  Physical thresholds like 

plant wilting point or a critical dam level are appealing because they can be linked directly to 

a physical impact or socio economic effect, and readily support design and engineering 

analysis.  They also have a scientific basis because the thresholds can be measured or 

established from experiments and or scientific literature.  

Examples from Table 2 include the Potential Evaporation Deficit (PED) and the plant growth 

index (PGI).   A limitation is that it may be a normal event for a physical threshold to be 

exceeded; hence care needs to be taken not to confuse a physical threshold based indicator 

with an index of aridity or seasonality.   
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Figure 13: Examples of meteorological drought probabilities calculated using either physical or 
historical approaches to determine occurrence thresholds. 

 

Basing thresholds on ‘historical’ analysis overcomes this deficiency be establishing entry and 

exit thresholds relative to past variability.  This is the basis of percentile or anomaly based 

indicators of rainfall and agronomic variables, such as the Standardised Precipitation Index 

(SPI), the Hutchinson Drought Severity Index or the Phillips and McGregor Drought Index.  

As thresholds are based on the historical distribution, the approach is reliant on the 

availability of long term historical data sets of 30 years or more.  This approach can also be 
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criticised because the choice of historical threshold is largely arbitrary—does a drought 

constitute the 25th 10th or 5th percentile of this historical distribution. The accuracy of 

determination is also dependant on length of historical data set as well as the statistical 

estimator used to determine the distribution. 

Figure 13 illustrates some differences between the two approaches for meteorological-based 

indicators in New Zealand using the period 1972-2008. The analysis assumes that drought 

occurs if rainfall deficits accrue for 15 days below a certain threshold.  Using the physical 

assumption (0.1 mm and 4 mm, Mosley and Pearson (1997)), areas of higher drought 

probability are confined to the east coast of both islands, particularly the South Island.  

According to this, droughts would be a relatively rare occurrence in the Waikato and 

Northland region. Using historical assumptions (10th and 25th percentile for the week of the 

year), the area of higher drought probability expands to covering a larger proportion of the 

North Island.  Using this approach the Waikato and Northland regions appear to have similar 

event frequency to the Canterbury Plains.   

Under longer term climate change, the relevance of drought indicators based on ‘historical 

normality’ can be debated.   On one hand the statistics of hazardous drought derived by 

analysing the 20th Century provide a useful analogue and benchmark for users. It is common 

to use concepts like ‘within living memory’ or the ‘experiential timeframe under which a 

management system evolves’, and use the last 30 years to establish historical drought 

benchmarks.   However, in a changing climate very severe droughts in the past may be more 

common or be within a new normal range of variability (Mullan et al. 2005, Hennessy et al. 

2008).  This would make a drought threshold based on the previous 30 or even 100 years 

irrelevant, assuming that management is continually adapting to the new climatic regime and 

reducing drought vulnerability.  This raises a number of practical issues about how to 

establish historical drought thresholds for this study:  

 from a management perspective what has happened in the past is an 

increasingly poor guide for the climate variability of the future when climate is 

changing, and particularly if there is rapid change.   

 should drought benchmarks and thresholds be established for the 20th Century 

and used to analyse projected droughts in the future?   

 alternatively has the projected climate of the future reached a new normal state 

and should drought thresholds be established based on a new climatology? 

Drought duration and intensity 

All the drought indicators listed in Table 2 have assumptions about the intensity and duration 

of drought events (Shiau and Shen 2001).  In some indicators prior assumptions are made 

about the length of an event, for example the 15 day period in the New Zealand 

meteorological definition or the choice of integration period in the Hutchinson Drought 

Severity Index.  Alternatively assumptions can be made that drought occurs when a specific 

indicator falls below a given intensity threshold, for example below a certain rainfall percentile 

(Gibbs and Maher 1967).  More sophisticated indices build in different thresholds to 

distinguish between entry and exit, for example the Drought Severity Index (DSI) proposed 

by Phillips and McGregor (1998) has an entry criterion of two consecutive months of negative 

rainfall anomaly and a termination criterion of three consecutive months positive anomaly.    
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Technically ‘characteristic drought’ is more correctly considered as a joint function between 

intensity and duration (Gonzalez and Valdes (2003); Kim et al. 2003; Thompson 1996; 

Ramsay et al. 2008), where each environment has its own particular set of drought 

characteristics.  Although the West Coast of the South Island has very high rainfall and could 

be considered ‘drought free’, rainfall deficits events do occur and are detectable as short 

duration events.  They are very short lived with the most intense events lasting no more than 

10-15 days.  In contrast on the Canterbury Plains, more prolonged (around 6 month periods) 

but low intensity rainfall deficiencies are detectable, with the most common drought being a 

high intensity event of 1-2 months in duration.  

A simple matrix is proposed that characterises durations and intensities as the ‘characteristic 

droughts’ typically experienced across New Zealand’s environments (Table 3). Assumptions 

about the historical percentiles that may be used as threshold intensities as well as time 

frames for durations are also presented. For example, a short duration high intensity (SH) 

drought is one that has duration less than a month and intensity less than the 10th percentile 

of historical variability. The framework in Table 3 is used throughout this project to more 

clearly define various drought analyses.      

Table 3: A matrix of characteristic droughts experienced in New Zealand with associated 
assumptions about duration (drought length in days or months) and intensity thresholds 
(percentiles based on historical variability).  The shaded area focuses on the characteristic 
droughts examined in this study.   . 

                                                                                 Intensity 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Duration 

 
 
 

 High 

(<=10
th
) 

Moderate  

(<=25
th
) 

Low 

(<=50
th
) 

 

Short 

1month 
(>0 days, <31days) 

 

Short duration 
high intensity 

(SH) 

Short duration 
moderate 
intensity 

(SMo) 

Short duration 
low intensity 

(SLw) 

 

Medium 

1-3 months 
(>31 days, <=93 

days) 

Medium duration 
high intensity 

(MH) 

Medium duration 
moderate 
intensity 

(MMo) 

Medium duration 
low intensity 

(MLw) 

Long 

6 Months 
(>93  days) 

Long duration 

high intensity 

(LH) 

Long duration 

moderate 
intensity 

(LMo) 

Long duration 

low intensity 

(LLw) 

 

Spatial and temporal scale 

Beyond duration and intensity drought has a definable spatial scale. This dimension is often 

overlooked or not discussed thoroughly in the literature describing drought indicators.  For a 

country like New Zealand where agriculture is a significant proportion of the economy, 

droughts of economic importance are those more geographically widespread across the 

agricultural landscape.  There are also regions of more significance, such as hydroelectricity 

and irrigation catchments. 
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Figure 14: The regional structure of spring (SON) droughts experienced during 2007-2009. The 
drought indicator is pasture growth percentiles based on simulations for the period 1972-2009. 

Simulations undertaken for this study using an experimental pasture growth model .   

Droughts have a complex geographic distribution as each drought event has a unique extent 

across the country.  This is illustrated clearly in the example maps of pasture growth 

percentiles (Figure 14).  The three calendar years are an example of widespread drought in 

New Zealand, but clearly some individual regions experienced favourable climatic conditions 

for production in the Springs of 2007, 2008 and 2009. Some regions experience three 

consecutive failures during spring, such as the Northern Waiarapa.    

The temporal scale of drought events can also be assessed by developing spatially 

aggregated indices.  The indices in Figure 15 were produced by using only agricultural land 

from the virtual climate station network (Tait et al. 2006), and averaging the indices 

calculated at each grid. These national indicators are sensitive to the duration and intensity 

of drought, as well as its spatial scale. For instance the period 2007-2009 is expressed as a 

long duration moderate intensity drought in the national indicators—as some regions 

experienced favourable conditions in that period, the intensity was moderate when analysed 

at the national level. However a deep intense and widespread drought was evident in the 

period up to the end of May 2010, a widespread and intense event. 
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Figure 15: National scale indicators of drought for New Zealand from 1972-May 2010. The red 

bars under each graph display the timing of drought entry, its duration and revocation.   

4.2.7 Previous New Zealand studies 

In previous work undertaken by NIWA (Porteous 2005 and Mullan et al. 2005), a 

methodology for assessing New Zealand agricultural drought and undertaking climate 

change impact assessment was developed.  While acknowledging the benefits and 

limitations of drought indices a choice needed to be made on indicator selection.  The studies 

of Porteous (2005) and Mullan et al. (2005) selected Potential Evaporation Deficit (PED) as a 

key indicator for drought based arguing that it has most of the desirable properties listed 

above.  The 1972-2009 average of PED accumulated over a year for is shown in Figure 16. 

Stated advantages and limitations of the index are listed in Table 4, and methodological 

testing was undertaken from a site near Lincoln on the Canterbury Plains.  An important 

rationale was that PED, like all indicators that are based on a water balance calculation, 

integrates a broader suite of climate variables than rainfall alone, and to some extent 

accounts for rainfall effectiveness for agricultural production.     
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Table 4: Stated advantages and limitation of Potential Evaporation Deficit (PED) as a drought 
indicator, after Porteous (2005) and Mullan et al.  (2005).  

Advantages Limitations 

 Based on testing at Lincoln, PED 

provided a useful comparison with a 

number of recently experienced droughts 

 Data readily available for underlying 

model platform 

 Correlated with days of soil moisture 

deficit which explains variability in stock 

numbers and seasonal milk production 

and the normalised vegetation index. 

 Ability to be modelled spatially 

 The underlying water balance found to 

reasonably closely represent soil moisture 

conditions in the pasture root zone in 

previous studies 

 Uncertainty about the relationship 

between PED and surface flow, and 

hence does not reflect water availability 

for irrigation. 

 Difficult to quantify relationships between 

PED and socio economic effects and 

other environmental impacts of drought. 

 Uncertainty if relationships between PED 

and productivity will hold in the future. 

 

 

Figure 16: Average annual Potential Evaporation Deficit (PED), 1972-2008.  
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4.2.8 Indicator selection 

Drought indicators are to be used in this research for determining changes to national-

regional scale drought statistics given global scale projections of climate.   There is need for 

a small number of indicators for this purpose, more consistent with the natural hazard 

framework.  While there is considerable merit in use of the manageable risk framework, use 

of a suite of integrated indicators and projecting their response under climate change 

scenarios is beyond the scope of this study.   Examining drought resilience and adaptation 

requires either a whole farm modelling or broader integrated assessment methodology and is 

also beyond the scope of this study.  

To account for rainfall effectiveness the agronomic definition of drought is used rather than a 

purely meteorological one.  This is consistent with the previous 2005 study as well as the 

feedback from the consultation workshop (Clark and Tait 2008)—so the rationale is not 

discussed in detail here. This means utilising either a soil water or plant production metric 

derived from a simulation model with climatic inputs.   

The choice was made to continue with a soil moisture rather than a pasture based drought 

indicator, because of the availability of monitoring data to support model selection. While it is 

technically feasible to model pasture growth at the regional and national level, it was decided 

not to in this study because of a paucity of readily available verification data at the regional to 

national scale. In addition, a pasture growth indicator would focus the study heavily on the 

beef, sheep and dairy industries, at the expense of arable crops and horticulture which would 

require a more specific yield indicator.   

The next decision is selection of the specific soil moisture based metric.  It was decided to 

not use the PED index from the 2005 study in favour of a standard analysis of soil water.  

The rationale was that: this is more consistent with the relative soil water indicator provided 

by NIWA as part of its ongoing advice to national and regional drought committees and as 

public information for drought early warning; the major concern about the PED is that it may 

be an index of aridity—it measures the degree to which the climatic environment falls below 

its capacity to maintain moisture or in other words irrigation deficit—so it may be overly 

sensitive to droughts in some regions and insensitive to drought in others; it is common 

international practice to use actual soil water (mm) as part of national drought strategic alert 

systems.  

The next key choice in developing a drought indicator in this research is whether or not to 

pursue one which is based on a physical or an historical threshold.  An historical based 

threshold established by analysis of a 20th Century base period (1980-2000) has been 

chosen because this builds in the assumption that agricultural production systems are 

geared to the climate variability of a given region. Establishing the intensity threshold in this 

way will normalise the drought indicator to local historical variability, and provide a more 

balanced indicator across New Zealand’s regions.  The most striking case is the Waikato, 

which clearly does experience droughts that impact on dairy production, but as shown by the 

examples in Figure 13 a threshold based indicator may not be sensitive enough to detect 

these adequately. The judgement was made the historical threshold would provide a simpler 

and more generalisable index.   
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Related to this is the choice of analytical framework for the analysis of the soil water metric.  

For reasons of simplicity and transparency, the broad framework defined by Phillips and 

McGregor (1998) was chosen because it allows specific control of both drought entry and 

termination—as described in the previous sections many of the drought indicators have in 

built assumptions that are not always obvious and importantly controllable in an analysis.  

The original work by Phillips and McGregor used rainfall anomalies with the sign of anomaly 

over specified durations to signify drought.  The approach was adapted here so as to utilise 

soil moisture and historical thresholds over assumed durations.  

The next choice is to decide which characteristic drought types (Table 3) are more or less 

relevant and feasible to analyse in the context of this study. It was decided to analyse only 

the probabilities of receiving medium duration and moderate intensity droughts or greater in 

this study (shaded region in Table 3), not the full suite of drought types. The key thresholds 

are therefore droughts of greater than one month in duration and intensities below the 10th 

percentile of historical variability.  

Analytically this was implemented by modifying the Phillips and McGregor drought index to 

produce event time series of drought given entry and termination thresholds.  Drought entry 

occurred when the soil water metric fell below the 10th percentile for a period greater than 

one month and drought was terminated when it was greater than the 10th percentile for one 

month.   Given these drought event time series long term probabilities were calculated by 

integrating a non-parametric bi-modal distribution of the duration and intensity of these 

events. This procedure is described by Kim et al. (2003), Gonzalez and Valdes (2003) and 

used by Ramsay et al. (2008).   One important modification was made to this methodology to 

account for computational limitations found when using non-parametric statistics across the 

national scale data set—the more computationally efficient kernel density estimators 

described by Martinez and Martinez (2002) were adapted and used in this study.   For 

simplicity the probabilities were converted to units so as to express the time spent in drought 

in a given region.  

These drought threshold assumptions were made for two reasons: firstly following a 

pragmatic argument that while droughts of one to two weeks in duration do occur they are do 

not always have a large agronomic impact at regional scale, whereas droughts greater than 

a month become a concern to the sector; secondly there is a methodological rationale as 

given the research undertaken on climate scenario downscaling (Chapter 3), it was not 

possible to build robust scenarios at the daily times scale for rainfall—hence the statistics of 

change in the shorter run droughts under the climate scenarios produced would not be valid. 

4.3 Soil water balance  

Given the continued use of a soil water based drought indicator, it is appropriate to examine 

the simulation model used to derive it. Feedback from the 2008 consultation workshop (Clark 

and Tait 2008) identified some key research questions about the representation of processes 

in soil water balance models in this context.  The principal questions focused on the relatively 

simple approach used to determine the water balance by Mullan et al. (2005), assumptions 

surrounding the way models represent the process of evapotranspiration, and related to this 

the role of carbon dioxide fertilisation or the behaviour of leaf stomata under climate change.  

These issues are explored here through intermodel comparison, model verification with 

observations and sensitivity testing. Before this, a brief description of data sources used in 
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the methodological development, and steps taken in data quality control are presented. Data 

homogeneity was a key concern raised by Larsen (2005) in a critique of previous 

methodology development work undertaken at Lincoln (Porteous 2005). 

4.3.1 Data and quality control 

A soil moisture model evaluation data set was developed using NIWA’s climate monitoring 

network.  In the late 1990’s NIWA began establishing a network of soil moisture monitoring 

sites using electro-magnetic flux tape probes, which provide sub-daily estimates of soil water 

flux.  The majority of probes are installed on flat pastoral land both for practical reasons and 

also for the purpose of monitoring agricultural drought. The probes are usually installed in 

conjunction with a “tier two” climate station so a full suite of climate variables are also 

available. The network has now grown to over 60 sites, although for the purpose of this study 

11 of these were discarded because of short records or quality problems. The locations of 

sites used in this study are in Figure 17. 

 

Figure 17: Site locations of the NIWA soil moisture monitoring network.  

The primary climate and flux probe data are stored in base form on NIWA’s national climate 

data base (CLIDB) . The following processing and quality control procedures were applied to 

develop the model evaluation data:  

 extraction of electromagnetic flux probe data from CLIDB for the first metre of 

soil;  
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 as part of the extraction, aggregation of the flux probe observations to a daily 

time step;  

 screening of the data to eliminate sites with records less than 12 months in 

duration, and to eliminate obvious outliers, deemed as observations more than 

half a standard deviation above the 99th percentile of the time series and below 

zero.   

 the flux probes take 1-2 years to stabilise and provide a reliable in situ estimate. 

The first twelve months of all series were discarded, and a linear trend fitted.  All 

series with a positive significant trend were manually inspected and a decision 

was made to: discard the data set entirely (3 sites); discard a further twelve 

months of the series (2 sites); remove the linear trend from the data (2 sites).  

 following these procedures further aggregation of the daily soil water 

observation data to 7 day and 10 day observation periods.   

 where available, extraction of 18 years of observed daily climate variables 

(rainfall, maximum and minimum temperature, radiation and potential 

evaporation, 1990-2008) from the nearest climate station to the soil water 

observation site.   For the majority of sites, the climate station was in the 

immediate vicinity of the soil moisture probe (within 500m), but for around 10 of 

the sites the climate station was 1-7 km away.   Sites without a climate station 

within 7km were discarded;   

 extraction of the Virtual Climate Station Network data (VCSN) for the closest 

grid point to the monitoring probe.  For the variables listed above the VCSN 

data was bias corrected using a cumulative distribution mapping method.    The 

bias corrected VCSN series were used to infill any missing data, creating a 

complete patched set at each site.     

The main uncertainty using the data is the validity of the standard in-built calibration of the 

aquaflex probe.  There is concern that actual soil moisture determined by the probe could be 

different to that measured by neutron count, weight by sample extraction or other methods 

for determining in situ soil moisture.      

4.3.2 Inter model comparison 

Four models are compared in this study (Table 5), all simple water balances that were 

chosen because they require minimal information about the landscape and are 

predominantly climate driven. In the context of work in this area, all of these models are low 

in complexity and more physically based water balances are available and used in New 

Zealand (e.g. Fowler et al. 2008; Palmer et al. 2009; Wilson et al. 2003; Woodward et al. 

2001; and Andrew and Andrew 2007) .  Each model relaxes some key assumptions and 

expands the system boundary of the water balance.  The base model is NIWA's current 

operational system for drought reporting and the water balance used in the Porteous (2005) 

study.  It is abbreviated here as 1L_STEP, as it is a 1 layer tipping bucket model which uses 

a set step function of soil water deficit to regulate the relationship between potential and 

actual evaporation (PET:AET). This step function is set so that above a soil water deficit of 

50 percent of water holding capacity (75mm) AET is half of PET.  Below this threshold AET is 
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set equal to PET. In its operational form the model is set up assuming a 150mm water 

holding capacity (WHC) across New Zealand, arguably representative of the rooting zone of 

a white clover-ryegrass sward. This is a simple 1 parameter model that is largely controlled 

by climate variability, assuming that the main landscape factor is potential depth of water in 

the profile.  

The 1L_EXP model introduces an exponential decay function to this framework to regulate 

the PET:AET relationship. This is a simple way of incorporating soil physical properties into a 

model framework, that is the tension at which water is held in the soil matrix and hence the 

rate of drying as water availability moves from wet to dry.  This is a two parameter model that 

is largely climate driven.  

The single layer assumption is relaxed in the 2L_STEP model where preferential 

evapotranspiration occurs from the surface soil layer and drainage occurs as a slugging 

process. The step function is also set up to provide a linear PET:AET relationship  to a  water 

deficit threshed where AET is equal to PET.  Unlike 1L_STEP, these thresholds and the 

linear rate of drying can be set. This also introduces a more complex parameterisation with 

additional functions and terms introduced to govern the flux of water between the layers, the 

AET:PET mechanism and an assumed plant root distribution for preferential extraction.   

The final model examined (2L_VEG) tightly couples the two layer scheme to an 

ecophysiological vegetation model with a canopy (big leaf) rather than single leaf structure.  

In this case it was set up as best as possible to represent a ryegrass-white clover sward. The 

evapotranspiration process is represented explicitly by partitioning it into transpiration and 

bare soil components, thus moving away from the functional structure to regulate PET:AET. 

Stomatal conductance is represented by the parameterisation of the canopy along with the 

simulated flux of seasonal growth and maturation. Along with the tension at which soil water 

is held in the soil matrix and the degree of moisture deficit above the canopy governs the rate 

of flow, potential transpiration is regulated by the canopy flux. Potential bare soil evaporation 

is an energy balance.  Actual evapotranspiration rate is assumed to be the maximum of 

these components. This is the most complex of the models examined with 15 parameters 

required, not including specific plant parameters which are fixed to represent white 

clover/ryegrass. 
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Table 5: Description of water balance models examined in this study.   

 1L_STEP 1L_EXP 2L_STEP 2L_VEG 

General description One layer step function One layer step 

function 

Two layer step 

function 

Two layer with 

dynamic 

vegetation 

Model family Tipping bucket Tipping bucket Force-restore Force-restore 

Number of  

parameters 

1, WHC assumed 

150mm 

2 7 15 

Vegetation  

subroutine 

None None None Dynamic 

(growth and 
plant function 

simulated) 

Rainfall/runoff 

mechanism 

Lumped+ Lumped+ Saturation 

threshold 

Wetness, 

vegetation 

Evapotranspiration 

mechanism 

Lumped 

Step function of soil 

water deficit 

Lumped 

Negative 

exponential 
function of soil 

water deficit 

Lumped 

Step function of 

soil water deficit 

Partitioned 

Transpiration 

and soil 
evaporation 

simulated 

separately using 
resistance terms 

Drainage mechanism One layer  using 

saturation threshold 

One layer using 

saturation 

threshold 

Flow rate 

between layers 

Flow rate 

between layers 

 

The first level of examination is to compare the national level drought characterisation of 

each model by running each framework with comparable assumptions (parameterisation) on 

the same set of daily input data (Figure 18). In this case the final drought probabilities were 

separately for each of the into the different characteristic drought types listed in Table 2. This 

analysis highlights that there is minimal difference between models when used to 

characterise long duration droughts at all three intensity levels.  This suggests that droughts 

of long duration are largely climate controlled, and that variability in rainfall the dominant 

factor determining the drought probabilities at this scale.  

Differences between the 1L-STEP model and the other three frameworks were evident in the 

quantification of medium duration droughts, notably this model results in an underestimation 

of probabilities.  These are most pronounced across the North Island for low and moderate 

intensity droughts and underestimation of high intensity medium duration droughts on the 

east coast of the South Island. This illustrates that there is a degree of soil control on drought 

probabilities at shorter durations—that is the set rate of drying in the structure of the 

1L_STEP model appears to introduce a systematic bias when compared to the other models 

where PET:AET is either a more continuous function or simulated dynamically. 
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Figure 18: Probabilities of characteristic drought types determined by each soil water balance 
model. Red is 20 percent of time spent in drought grading to dark blue less than 1 percent of 
time.   
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There are regional differences between all the models in the quantification of short duration 
droughts, although a systematic difference is not obvious. High intensity short duration 
droughts appear to be slightly over estimated on the east coast of the South Island by 
1L_STEP compared to the other three models.  1L_SPEP and 1L_EXP appear to 
overestimate short duration low intensity droughts compared to the other two models.  This 
highlights that there is a complex interaction between the model structures, their 
parameterisation and climate variability at this time scale. 

4.3.3 Model optimisation 

Given this result it was decided to perform a model optimisation experiment in order to 
investigate the behaviour of the different model structures further.  In this context model 
optimisation is not used as a means to obtain a set of preferred parameters, but rather a 
diagnostic tool to examine the models behaviour.  Technically this was implemented by 
minimising the norm of the residuals using a non-linear technique known as the Levenberg 
algorithm (described in Aster et al. 2005).   Standard errors for the parameters were obtained 
from the co-variance matrix of the objective function. The optimisation was not constrained in 
any way and the initial starting parameters defined as for the intermodal comparison of 
drought probability calculations above. The procedure was allowed to iterate either until a 
minimum was found (generally about three seconds CPU time) or for 6 minutes CPU time. 

 

 

Figure 19: Scatter plots of optimised soil water balance models at all sites.   

 

The results are summarised by the scatter plots in Figure 19. Generally a stable estimation of 

model parameters was possible at a large number of sites for the four models. There were 

also a smaller set of sites where the models could not be optimised, reflecting questionable 

observations. Systematic bias was found in the in the 1L_STEP model where the standard 

error of the WHC capacity was large (cross site mean of 75) and often greater than the value 

found, that is the shape of the objective function was flat and broad and it was not possible to 

find a robust global minima.  This is indicative of an under specified model where more 

process information is needed in the model structure to accurately account for the observed 

variability.  

This problem appeared to be addressed by the 1L_EXP model where the AET:PET 

relationship was a continuous function.  Lower standard errors were obtained for its two 

parameters at a high number of sites that were generally within a physically plausible range  

This was a relatively stable optimisation, suggesting that the model described the main 

processes driving the observed variability.  There is however further potential to explain more 

variability, as the upper limit of its precision appeared to be in the vicinity of eighty five 

percent.  Hence this model is able to adequately resolve the seasonal and month to month 
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variability in the observations, but more a more detailed model would be needed to explain 

the day-to-day differences in soil water flux.  

The 2L_STEP model appeared to be the most unstable, having a large number of sites 

where the model could not be optimised or a local rather than a global minima found.  Where 

it could be optimised a number of the parameters were well outside a physically plausible 

range, for example a negative value for the point at which AET is set to PET. This is 

indicative of a model that is not parsimonious, where a part of the model’s structure is 

described in significant detail (the two layers) but another is ill-specified. In this case it is 

likely to be the lack of partitioning between bare soil evaporation in the two layer scheme 

where there is preferential evaporation from two distinct layers, as well as the lack of plant 

dynamics.  

The dynamic vegetation scheme in the 2L_VEG model appeared to address this problem at 

a select number of sites.  It provided a stable and accurate solution at the one third of the 

sites where it could be optimised.  In these cases, the optimisation demonstrates the 

improved precision capable with a more detailed model, where it peaked at around 90-95 

percent of observed variance. It captures some of the day-to-day variability in soil water flux 

that the 1L_EXP structure did not.  This may not be the true upper level of precision possible 

for the model itself, as the quality of the climate input data is likely to limit further gains 

beyond this level. The results and difficulty in optimising this model at the other sites illustrate 

that the added complexity introduces another common modelling problem, high 

dimensionality. Given the degrees of freedom introduced by the detailed structure and model 

dynamics, the objective function was considerably noisier and in many cases a global 

minima could not be found.  While the next logical step is to change the optimisation 

methodology or the models structure, taking this step is not the goal of this research.   

4.3.4 Model verification 

The first level of verification examined observed and simulated soil water at individual sites. 

Figure 20 provides three examples of the type of estimate emerging from this exercise, time 

series obtained for one model at three sites chosen randomly. In all three cases the modelled 

soil water captures the month to month and inter-seasonal variation in soil water well.  This 

type of graphical display of data is a relatively standard way of illustrating the verification or 

validation of soil water balance models.    
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Figure 20: Examples of site level verification of soil water balance for 1L_EXP model that has 
been optimised.  
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Figure 21: Correlation coefficients between models and all sites in the monitoring network . 
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To summarise, the site level results for the entire network the correlation coefficients 

between observed and predicted obtained at each site are mapped in Figure 21.  For the 

1L_STEP model the majority of sites had correlation coefficients in the range of 0.5 to 0.85. 

The scores were slightly improved for the 1L-EXP model, the 2L_STEP (not shown) and the 

2L_Veg model, all with the majority of sites yielding a correlation coefficient in the range 

0.65-0.85.  The 1L_EXP model optimised (described below) illustrates the type of 

improvement obtained when local parameterisation is implemented at each site.  Generally 

this shows that the correlation coefficients are improved by about 0.1-0.15, that is by 10 to 15 

percent of variability by taking local estimates into account.   

The second level of verification examines the implication of aggregation of soil water metrics 

on model selection, a strategy that would be typical in the construction of regional and 

national drought indicators.  The first graph (Figure 22) shows the influence of optimisation 

(in this case for 1L_EXP) on a national metric, whereby the optimised version clearly tracks 

the observed soil water well, whereas the model with assumed 150mm WHC and set 

AET:PET modification rate does not.  The next graph displays the data as a relative soil 

water metric, that is the observed variability expressed as a proportion of its observed 

maximum.  Importantly for 1L_STEP, this is the form that the data is used in to provide 

ongoing advice about drought.   This clearly shows that in relative form both the 1L_SPEP 

and 1L_EXP model provide a satisfactory account of seasonal variability.    
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Figure 22: Validation of the national soil water metric for absolute and relative estimates of soil 
water.  

 

4.3.5 Sensitivity of drought to changes in pasture water use efficiency 

The 2L_VEG model was used to perform a sensitivity experiment evaluating the effect of 

changes in stomatal conductance on drought probabilities.  The experiment incrementally 

changed the canopy resistance and some of the photosynthetic response parameters of the 

model to reflect the response of closing stomata under elevated carbon dioxide (or 

increasing the water use efficiency). The results are summarised in Figure 23, as the 

changes in drought probability (years per decade) per 15 percent increase in water use 

efficiency. Similarly to the intermodel comparison the results are partitioned into 

characteristic drought types. 
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Figure 23: Sensitivity of drought indicators to increasing water use efficiency (reduced 
stomatal conductance).  Figures are changed drought probability (years per decade) for a 15 
percent increase in water use efficiency.   

 

The results for short duration droughts are the expected response of improving water use 

efficiency of plants under carbon dioxide fertilisation. Pastures are transpiring less water 

given closure of the stomata and enhanced photosynthetic response, so for short duration 

droughts at all intensities the long term probability of drought  decreases in many regions as 

more water tends to be left in the soil matrix.  However, the results for medium and longer 

duration droughts could seem at first instance outside of the expected response, as drought 

probabilities at this scale appear to be insensitive to changes in stomata closure.  The 

explanations for this result is that droughts of this scale are predominantly driven by the 

climate signal rather than processes at the soil and plant level.  Simply put, a climate driven 
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water deficiency of one month or greater appears to create a circumstance where most of the 

water has been lost from the system over that time frame.  

This sensitivity analysis is consistent with recent field based research using Free Air 

Chamber Experiments (FACE). In a recent meta-analysis of published FACE work Kimball 

(2010) describes results which show that water limitations essentially override the stomata 

response under carbon dioxide enrichment.  The summary of this evidence describes the 

physical mechanism clearly: if plants are growing under limited water supplies at seasonal 

time scales, their stomata will be closed a large proportion of the growing season, so 

elevated CO2 will have comparatively little effect on stomatal conductance (Kimball 2010). 

When active the carbon dioxide fertilisation process as expressed by physiological and 

cellular level responses is complex and there are feedbacks given soil fertility (Edwards et al. 

2005), detectable species level variability in response (Ghannoum 2001) and ??? 

It is extremely important not to confuse this mechanism with an evaluation of the validity of 

the carbon dioxide fertilisation, or to diminish the importance of the process when 

considering future productivity. Potential increases in plant growth and improved water use 

efficiency under carbon dioxide enrichment have been well demonstrated in chamber, FACE 

and other approaches, and they can be expressed strongly when water is non-limiting 

(Kimball 2010). Other limiting factors like nitrogen, different capacities to respond across 

species and plant functional groups, and feedbacks on canopy temperature and leaf area, 

have also been demonstrated (Kimball 2010). It is important to be aware of the full range of 

potential responses, particularly when considering production variability in a whole farm 

management for adaptation under climate change. The sensitivity analysis simply illustrates 

that there are times of climatic limitation where this process is not expressed as strongly—

assessing the likelihood of these climatic events is the primary focus of this study. 

4.3.6 Model selection 

Given the results outlined in this chapter the 1L_EXP model was selected as the water 

balance for further operational use in this study. The model evaluation clearly illustrates that 

for seasonal scale events simpler water balance models are appropriate, given that they are 

constrained to examining droughts at the ‘climatic scale’ of around one month in duration. 

There isn’t a strong case to move beyond this level of model complexity for the purposes of 

constructing regional to national level drought indicators based on soil moisture. Using a 

more complex model with more parameters would lead to another problem, the difficulty of 

accurately specifying model parameters across the country—it would require a larger number 

of assumptions to be made or analysis of the spatial distribution of  land use, grazing 

management, soil fertility and pasture species distribution. However, if drought indicators 

need to be precise enough to represent either localised (farm level) or shorter run (day-to-

day) variability, there is a case for using an alternative model.   

Marginal improvements to NIWA's current operational model (1L_STEP) can be made by 

utilising a model that can better reflect the influence of soil properties on the rate of drying 

(1L_EXP). This is because the current model has a structural bias in the estimation of the 

rate of drying of the profile due to the set AET:PET function.  This does not invalidate the 

1L_STEP models use in the previous study nor as a basis for ongoing advice about seasonal 

drought at regional to national scales. However given the set parameterisation it is 
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particularly important to use a metric of relative rather than absolute soil moisture when 

examining output from this model.    

The sensitivity tests found that probabilities of medium to long duration droughts based on 

soil moisture are not highly sensitive to changes in plant water use efficiency.  This reflects a 

mechanism where water limitations essentially override closed stomata under enriched 

carbon dioxide.  Given the focus on climatic scale drought events in this study, it was not 

appropriate to pursue the development and implementation of an operational modelling 

framework that is sensitive to carbon dioxide enrichment.     

This chapter demonstrates the importance of considering the parsimony of drought indicators 

and simulation models with the temporal and spatial scales of a planned analysis. There is 

clearly shorter run variability like week long droughts that are beyond the capacity of some 

drought indicators and simulation models to track accurately. For this reason the choice of 

indicator, statistical analysis and model selected to simulate water deficits targets medium to 

longer duration droughts at regional to national level. The issue of scale is also evident in the 

next chapter where downscaling of climate from General Circulation Models (GCMs) is 

undertaken. 
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5. Downscaling global climate change scenarios  

5.1 Summary 

This chapter describes methodological work undertaken to develop a generalised empirical-

statistical downscaling scheme (ESD), suitable for providing regional scale climate change 

scenarios for New Zealand.  The scheme resolves monthly climate variables across a five 

kilometre grid over the whole country.  Rainfall and PET are the key focus variables of this 

study as they are the input variables to the water balance used to determine drought 

probabilities in Chapter 4. Monthly temperature and some initial work with daily variables are 

also presented.  

The final ESD scheme is developed using partial least squares regression.  This is an 

alternative to more traditional regression approaches, whereby the dimension reduction of 

climate predictors is optimised.   The key result is an improvement in the stability of the 

downscaling model and a detectable improvement in precision particularly for monthly rainfall 

compared to multiple regression.  The approach also supports a key change from previous 

downscaling work for New Zealand in that the month-to-month variability is preserved in the 

projections—this provides more plausible scenarios for the purpose of drought analysis.  

Thorough testing shows that the empirically downscaled scenarios provide a satisfactory 

estimate of 20th century drought probabilities when compared to those derived from actual 

observations. While this signal degrades slightly when 20th century fields from GCMs are 

used, scenarios derived from the climate models are within acceptable levels of precision for 

application in this study, particularly for New Zealand’s agricultural land.   

Two approaches for downscaling potential evapotranspiration (PET) are developed and 

evaluated, each with its own strengths and weaknesses. A clearly superior candidate to go 

forward in the scenario analysis of droughts was not found. While including radiation as a 

predictor of PET in the transfer functions appeared to improve results based on observed 

climate, there was some instability when the functions are resolved with 20th century 

radiation from the GCMs. Both approaches are used in Chapter 4 to produce families of 

drought scenarios. 

While the work undertaken here provides adequate scenarios for use in this study, a number 

of constraints and opportunities remain. Downscaling climate for the alpine zone remains 

problematic, likely due to inadequacies in the observation model in these regions. Similarly 

downscaling in regions where a high proportion of rainfall is generated from localised 

systems (convection) does not perform as well as regions with a greater degree of synoptic 

rainfall (frontal). Encouraging results for empirically downscaling daily climate variability were 

obtained, and although not used further in this study because of poor results in estimating 

the full rainfall distribution, these initial trials suggest there is potential to develop an 

operational scheme.  

5.2 Background and rationale 

Downscaling is necessary in climate change impact analyses that seek to constrain regional 

climate by information from global climate models (General Circulation Models, GCMs).  It is 

particularly important in the New Zealand context, as given maritime, topographic and 

convective climate processes, local to regional scale variability is not always well 
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represented by the broader global scale features simulated by GCMs.  GCMs have a broad 

resolution of approximately 50-200 km and are known to represent broad synoptic features 

well. This is known as the ‘skilful scale’ of these models and it can be exploited to provide 

finer mesoscale scenarios, usually between the 1-30 km resolution. This finer scale is more 

relevant for assessment of hydrological and agricultural system responses in New Zealand.  

Two approaches are commonly used for downscaling, empirical-statistical downscaling 

(ESD) and regional climate modelling (RCM).  In RCM the GCM provides boundary 

conditions for a limited area physical model.  In ESD broad scale climate predictors are 

related to predictands (both observations) by empirical transfer functions which are then 

applied to projections from GCMs.  When examined in detail there are considerable technical 

differences between RCM and ESD based schemes, and is not relevant to describe these 

here. Benestad (2008) summarises the main tradeoffs between each methodology:   

 RCM provides a more physically plausible basis for developing future climate 

change scenarios at the meso-scale;   

 RCM requires more computational resources than ESD. As a result it is usually 

only applied to a small number of GCMs.  Current practice uses bias corrections 

similar to ESD schemes to produce reliable projections for a downstream 

model.  This is because of limitations in the cloud parameterisation in many 

physical climate models;  

 by comparison ESD is computationally efficient, can be readily applied to a 

number of GCMs and has been shown to exhibit similar local level precision 

compared to RCM; 

 ESD usually under estimates variance (extremes), and care needs to be taken 

to ensure that the physical relationship is both strong and physically plausible 

as it is based on the assumption of its future stationarity (Schmith 2008).   

The emphasis in this study is on developing an ESD scheme, although this work runs parallel 

to efforts currently underway to develop RCM based projections for New Zealand by NIWA.  

Increased demand for climate change impact analysis has seen ESD become well described 

in the international literature over the last five years. There are subtle differences between 

almost every ESD scheme relating to localised environmental features, and also advances in 

methodologies including improved data collection and availability. Generally ESD schemes 

fall into the following categories:  

 interpolation methods;  

 pattern scaling where current climate is adjusted on a per degree warming basis 

given sensitivities from GCMs ;  

 regression type methods where linear transfer functions are developed (e.g., 

Wilby 1998; Wilby and Wigley 2000; Timbal et al. 2009; Li and Smith 2008; 

Charles et al. 2004); 

 analogue based methods where past climate are used which match potential 

future climate regimes (e.g., Imbert and Benestad 2005; Wetterhall 2005);  
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 stochastic weather generation where climate is simulated given estimated of 

current and future probability distributions (e.g., Semenov and Barrow, 1997); 

and 

 emerging non-linear approaches where alternative model structures and 

optimisation methodologies are employed (Cannon 2009; Li and Sailor 2000).     

This breadth of approaches in ESD is well described in general level texts (Benestad et al. 

2008), and also in technical guidance for use of scenarios in impact studies undertaken as 

part of the IPCC process (Wilby et al. 2004).  ESD methodologies are also an active area of 

climate research, with new techniques emerging recently (e.g. Cannon 2010; Timbal et al. 

2009; Benestad 2010).  Recent work has focussed on the downscaling of the daily rainfall 

distribution with attempts to examine extremes (Benestad 2010; D’onofrio et al. 2010; 

Cannon 2009).  

For end users of climate change projections ongoing changes to methodologies 

underpinning climate projection can be frustrating, as new versions appear to change the 

basis for impact and adaptation planning.  The counter argument is that ongoing innovation 

and improvement of climate modelling and downscaling is critical to the plausibility of climate 

change scenarios at the regional level where impacts occur.  It has also been common to 

compare different approaches within the ESD framework and dynamical downscaling in an 

effort to choose the optimal approach.  As described above there are tradeoffs between 

methods and none are completely superior. The reality is that the range of methodologies 

are best seen as complementary, and focussed on the difficult task of improving the physical 

plausibility and accuracy of climate change scenarios.    

In the New Zealand context ESD has been used for some time.  The CLIMPACTS system 

(Kenny et al. 1995) has in the past used a pattern scaling where current climate is adjusted 

on a ‘per degree of global warming’ basis given a climate sensitivity ratio derived from 

models. Mullan et al. (2001) used multiple regressions to develop an ESD scheme given 

Trenberth Indices (Z1 and M1) as predictors and monthly temperature and rainfall as 

predictands.  Projections for two time slices form the basis of MfE guidance material on 

climate change for New Zealand: 6 IPCC Third Assessment Report (TAR) models centred on 

the 2030s and 2080s were used in the first Guidance Manual (MfE 2004); and 12 IPCC 

Fourth Assessment Report (TAR) models centred on 2040 and 2090 in the second Guidance 

Manual (MfE 2008).  The previous work on drought analysis used two of the IPCC Third 

Assessment Report models (Mullan et al. 2005). In an application outside of climate change 

analysis, Renwick et al. (2010) developed an ESD scheme relating the broad scale National 

Centre for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) ensemble with local scale observation to 

produce 15-day probabilities of rainfall and temperature.   The methodology is based on 

stepwise regression with a range of synoptic variables screened for skill.    

ESD is based on the assumption of stationary as it uses transfer functions that are 

developed on a past relationship to project into the future. Stationarity refers to the 

assumptions that the relationships between broad scale predictors and finer scale 

predictands do not change in the future. Given this assumption there is ongoing debate 

surrounding the appropriateness of using ESD to develop future scenarios (Schmith 2008). 

The core concern is that given feedbacks and nonlinearity in climate processes the 

relationships in the transfer functions could change and therefore they may not fully capture 
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the nature of future change.  More specifically, the change may move climate to a level that 

is outside the range upon which the ESD scheme was developed and shown to be valid, 

thereby providing a weak and possibly biased basis for inference.  Despite this there are 

some general benchmarks for an ESD scheme to meet in order for it to be more confidently 

applied in scenario studies.  These include:  

 there needs to be a strong and physically plausible relationship between the 

broad scale predictors and finer scale predictands. In efforts to model complex 

processes or seek improved accuracy, some ESD schemes have moved well 

away from a transparent physical basis and place too much emphasis on the 

underlying data sets.   This has been avoided in this study;   

 related to this the transfer functions built with data from a training period should 

be independently verified given data outside the training period.  This implies 

the use of either block partitioned observation sets or the design of an 

appropriate cross validation;  

 the implication of this is that a downscaling model should be subject to some 

standard fundamental tests including: goodness of fit to quantify precision; have 

normally distributed and randomly structured residuals; and have minimal 

residual trends to examine the presence and strength of non-stationarity;  and 

 an ESD scheme must also yield sensible physically plausible projections that 

reflect the change projected by the GCMs.  Care needs to be taken to ensure 

that the conclusions drawn in a projection study are not due to bias or error in 

the ESD scheme. A study should reflect the climate change signal downscaled 

with a stable physically plausible scheme.  This is an application specific issue 

and can be achieved by quantification of error in the variables of interest, in this 

case the probabilities derived from the drought indicator.  

5.3 Technical considerations 

A defining feature of any ESD scheme is the selection of predictands and how they are 

treated prior to model fitting. This is the first stage of developing a physically based 

relationship as deductive hypotheses need to be formed about which subset of broad scale 

predictands might explain a high proportion of the local predictor variability.  Single through 

to multiple predictand relationships might be hypothesised and tested, and it is tempting to 

select many variables in order to explain a complex process like rainfall.  However, a model 

that has a large number of predictors and seemingly accurate fit can be statistically invalid.  

An overly complex scheme has higher risk of over fitting, illustrated by poor predictive skill 

when tested independently. Even if a complex ESD scheme has good predictive skill it may 

also have redundant variables and the transfer functions may yield unusual or physically 

unrealistic projections when resolved with future GCM fields. A common strategy is to 

undertake screening experiments or apply a step-wise procedure to evaluate which individual 

predictors or which combinations perform best.   

Climate predictor fields also contain many individual time series that are spatially and 

temporally correlated and have lot of noisy redundant information.  This creates a high 

dimensional problem even if only a few individual predictors are selected. Physical and or 

statistical transformations of predictors are usually undertaken to reduce the dimensionality 
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of the problem.  For example, the use of the Trenberth Indices Z1 and M1 by Mullan et al. 

(2005) is a form of transformation which aims to reduce dimensionality given physically 

based inference. This is similar to the use of indices like the North Atlantic Oscillation and 

other teleconnection indices in European ESD schemes. Statistical transformations are also 

used widely in ESD, with Principal Component Analysis (PCA) now a routine approach used 

to reduce the dimensions of the predictor space (Benestad et al. 2008).  The empirical 

orthogonal functions (EOFs) used by Renwick et al. (2010) are an example of this approach.  

Approaches which use PCA are collectively described in this study as   'the common EOF 

framework'.  

5.4 Model experiments 

To build an appropriate ESD scheme for this study of drought under climate change a 

number of incremental experiments were undertaken and critically examined.  These 

investigated some methodological choices underpinning a practical working scheme for the 

purpose of projecting drought. From the beginning a regression based scheme was pursued 

as it was seen to be the most promising framework in which to develop a generalised 

national to regional level approach. This does not preclude future development of advanced 

interpolation methods or non-linear approaches. Stochastic weather generation was not 

pursued because it was deemed to be more suitable for individual site or small to medium 

catchment scale analysis.  Given the time series of observations available, there is 

insufficient record to develop a nationally comprehensive analogue based scheme. Before 

the downscaling experiments are detailed, the common data sets underpinning the work are 

described. 

5.4.1 Observation and projection data sets 

The observed predictors used to build the ESD scheme in this study are broad scale data 

from the NCEP reanalysis (Kalnay et al. 1996).  The NCEP reanalysis is a state of the art 

data assimilation program providing global atmospheric and surface variables on a 2.5 

degree grid from 1948-present. A higher quality re-analysis is available from 1979 to present 

that utilises some advanced remote sensing products in the data assimilation, and this set 

was used in this study.  The variables obtained for this study are pressure, temperature, 

precipitation, geopotential height, humidity and wind (u and v) at multiple levels as well as 

surface radiation.   Selection and further treatment of predicators specific to each predictand 

are described in following sections.    

The regional scale observations used as predictands are a nationally comprehensive set of 

station observations which have been interpolated across New Zealand to a regular 0.05 

degree grid  fpr the period 1972-2009.  The application of thin plate smoothing splines to 

interpolate observations in New Zealand is described by Tait et al. (2006) for precipitation; 

Tait (2008) for temperature; Tait and Liley (2009) for radiation, and Tait and Woods (2009) 

for PET. This body of work and resulting data set is known as the Virtual Climate Station 

Network (VCSN).  All daily values are aggregated to the monthly time step for the purpose of 

developing transfer functions at this time scale. For some of the initial experiments a subset 

of 10 sites selected from the full grid were used to evaluate and test the methodology (Figure 

24). 
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Figure 24: Location of test sites used in the initial development of the ESD scheme. 

 

The predictors used to develop the future scenarios were obtained for up to 24 GCMs based 

on simulations undertaken for IPCC’s Fourth Assessment Report (AR4).   Data were from 

two data distribution centres: for monthly fields the IPCCs data distribution centre via the 

World Climate Data Centre; and for daily fields from the Coupled Model Intercomparison 

Project (CMIP3).   

The data acquisition and quality screening aspects of obtaining the GCM fields are not 

described in any detail, but did represent a substantial commitment of resources.  Monthly 

projection data from 1900-2100 are available for most of the GCMs for only a subset of 

surface variables: precipitation, temperature, radiation, humidity and wind.   The availability 

of daily data is more restricted both in terms of the models, level, time span and variables. 

Data at upper atmospheric levels are not as widely available as surface data across this 

model ensemble at both monthly and daily time steps, to the point where it was not practical 

to build a downscaled Multi Model Ensemble (MME) based on these as predictors. This is a 

data availability constraint on the ESD scheme, as it has been shown in other applications 

that inclusion of upper level humidity and stability data can improve rainfall downscaling. In 

order to build a consistent basis for constructing future scenarios, all GCM fields were 

interpolated to the 2.5 degree NCEP grid.   
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5.4.2  Common EOF Framework 

An initial trial of the common EOF framework was undertaken to evaluate the approach for 

downscaling monthly temperature and rainfall. The training window was from 1980-99 and 

the seasonal component of both the predictand and predictor sets removed.  For the monthly 

mean temperature the initial predictor evaluated was temperature at the 850hPa level. 

Common EOFs were derived and initially the leading 12 principal components retained. A 

screening approach known as stepwise regression was then used to evaluate the predictors 

by determining which improved the models accuracy.  In these experiments the stepwise 

regression assumed no predictor term in the initial model. Predictor terms were included and 

retained if there was an increase in model precision at the p<=0.05 level (the “p to enter” 

rate). If the number of predictors was greater than 10 the stepwise regression was re-run at a 

p≤0.01 level.   

Results from this approach are shown as scatter plots between observed and predicted data 

at six of the ten evaluation sites in Figure 25, illustrating a strong relationship with relatively 

low Residual Mean Square Error (RMSE) and high correlation coefficients (R2).  This 

distribution of residuals appears to be random, with no seasonal biases or truncation points. 

There is under-prediction of high summer and spring temperature anomalies.  The number of 

predictors retained by the screening regression varied between sites, ranging from ten down 

to five.  Importantly no independent validation was set up to verify the predictive skill of the 

modelled relationship at this stage.  

Given the results of this initial trial the scheme was set up to run across the VCSN network, 

fitting to each grid point on an individual basis with no spatial dependency. Computationally 

this procedure was completed in around 45 minutes on a standard personal computer.   
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Figure 25: Scatter plots of observed and predicted temperature anomalies based on the initial 
trial of the common EOF downscaling methodology.  . 
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The summary results are mapped in Figure 26 highlighting moderate to high levels of model 

precision on low lying (agricultural) regions in both Islands, with higher error on the 

mountains of the South Island. The regional distribution of error may be related to the 

observation model, as there is known increased error at higher altitudes due to a low site 

density. The stationarity test is summarised by the significance level of the linear regression 

fitted to the model residuals. This suggests that for the most part there are significant trends 

in the residuals (in this case mostly positive) and hence strong evidence of non-stationarity 

over the twenty year time frame.  

An important result of this experiment is the map of the number of variables retained by the 

stepwise regression procedure.  There are large sometimes abrupt changes across New 

Zealand to the number of variables retained at each site, and although there appears to be 

regional structure the changes are abrupt and do not follow a smooth transition nor have a 

clear physically basis in the spatial pattern.  Without going to the step of resolving the 

scheme with actual future projections this is a clear indication of over-fitting in some regions. 

Instability of this type would lead to highly irregular and inconsistent projections at the 

regional level.  

 

Figure 26: National level results for downscaled surface temperature under the initial trial of 
the common EOF methodology.    

The common EOF methodology was used to develop a downscaling scheme for monthly 

rainfall. The predictand and predictor data were transformed by taking the square root, 

consistent with many treatments of rainfall using statistical modelling procedures that rely on 

the assumption of normality.  To reflect the main synoptic and local scale drivers of 

precipitation, candidate predictors included surface pressure (MSLP), geopotential height at 
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500 hPa, relative humidity at 850hPa and relative vorticity at 850 hPa.  Further trials where 

also undertaken which restricted this predictor set to reduce the number of variables, but for 

the purpose of the initial experiment the full predictor set was used.  Common EOFs of the 

predictors were taken and the leading four components retained, based on an assessment of 

the variance explained. The PCA is illustrated by the spatial patterns of the leading 6 EOFs, 

the first two principal components and the variance explained by each component for MSLP 

(Figure 27) and relative humidity at 850 hPa (Figure 28).  The PCAs illustrate the expected 

patterns for New Zealand in that the leading three to four components illustrate the 

dominance of north-south and east-west flows in explaining the New Zealand regions 

variability.  No terms were included in the initial screening model, and p-to-enter rate set to 

the  p≤0.05 level. If the number of predictors was greater than 15 the stepwise regression 

was re-run at a  p≤0.01 level. 

 

Figure 27: Principal component analysis of NCEP reanalysis sea level pressure (MSLP).   
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Figure 28: Principal component analysis of NCEP reanalysis humidity at 850 hPa.    

The results for monthly rainfall at six of the 10 trial sites are shown in Figure 29. Similar to 
temperature the procedure yielded moderately accurate fits to observed rainfall at these 
sites, with relatively low RMSE and high correlation coefficients.  The distribution of residuals 
appears to be random with no obvious seasonal biases or truncations. Like temperature, the 
number of variables retained across the sites varied considerably.  The most consistent 
result was the inclusion of the leading components of MSLP in the model, while the inclusion 
or exclusion of terms from the other predictor variables seemed to follow no discernable 
pattern. 
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Figure 29: Scatter plots of observed and predicted rainfall anomalies based on the initial trial 
of the common EOF downscaling methodology.   
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When the procedure was run on an individual grid cell basis for the VCSN network promising 

levels of accuracy were obtained, with relatively low RMSE and correlation coefficients 

(Figure 30). Interestingly there was a different spatial structure to these estimates to that 

found for temperature, with low correlation coefficients in the central and coastal Otago 

region and higher errors across the alpine zone of the South Island.  Unlike temperature, 

there was for the most part no significant trend in the residuals. However, there was 

significant instability in the underlying statistical model.  Firstly, the number of predictors 

(>10) is very high.  Secondly, the number of predictors retained changed almost randomly 

across the country with little evidence of a physical basis. Like the temperature model this 

instability would invalidate its general application in scenario development because there 

would be abrupt changes between individual grid cells in the future projections. Similar to the 

individual site studies the most common predictor retained was MSLP, with no discernible 

pattern in the selection of other predictors. 

  

 

Figure 30:  Initial results for monthly rainfall when applying the common EOF methodology.  
Note rainfall not back transformed.   
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While the accuracy measures of these initial trials of the common EOF framework appear 

encouraging, they did not yield a stable predictive model that could be satisfactorily used to 

project drought across the country.  Although the results are not presented in this report 

further refinement of the common EOF approach was carried out beyond this initial trial.  This 

included:  

 entering fewer variables as candidates in the screening regression and differing 

combinations of variables; 

 retaining fewer leading principal components for the initial model;  

 using rotated rather than common EOFs; 

 adjusting the p-to-enter rate to provide either a stricter or looser rejection 

criterion;  

 using the leading three components of MSLP as the initial terms in the model; 

 using some alternative predictors such as locally interpolated zonal and 

meridional (u and v) wind to calculate vorticity in a site specific way;  

 different data transformations including the cube root for rainfall, detrending the 

series and not removing the seasonal component; 

 trials of the procedure for other predictands including monthly radiation, PET 

and wind; 

 reframing the VCSN-wide procedure as a multi-site problem, thereby building 

spatial dependency into the co-variance matrix of the regression.   

In summary these alternatives, which included some combinations of the changes, either 

maintained or deteriorated the model precision estimates from those described previously.  

In all but one case they did not address the problem of model instability found in the original 

trial without significantly degrading the strength of the relationship. A stable and sufficiently 

accurate model was found for temperature based on MSLP and temperature at 850hPa, but 

the alterations for rainfall either deteriorated accuracy or introduced instability. Some 

researchers choose to ignore this problem, or address it by building a much more regionally 

constrained ESD scheme by creating distinct zones where different predictor sets are used 

(e.g Timbal et al. 2009).  This would be an unsatisfactory avenue to pursue in this study 

which seeks to establish a consistent regional to national basis for the analysis of changes to 

drought probabilities, including the identification of spatial gradients in the regional patterns 

of change. Therefore an alternative means of addressing this problem was explored.     
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5.4.3 Statistical models 

Partial least squares (PLS) regression was trialled as an alternative statistical procedure to 

address the problem of model instability. In contrast to the common EOF methodology, PLS 

regression is a two block modelling scheme which simultaneously optimises the dimension 

reduction of the predictor space and the transfer functions.  This is achieved by developing 

new functions for the predictors which are linear combinations of the original high dimension 

predictor space.  This makes PLS regression useful for high dimensional problems like 

downscaling climate where there is a high degree of spatial and temporal correlation in the 

predictor fields.   

Technically this is achieved by establishing geographic (X-scores) and temporal (L-loadings) 

weights that maximise the co-variance of the predictors and minimise the error of the final 

transfer functions. While this is analogous to taking an EOF, the dimension reduction phase 

is optimised so there are fewer a-priori choices, such as the EOF components for each 

predictor variable to enter into the model and the p-to-enter ratios. In PLS regression the only 

information required is the number of individual predictor components to retain in the 

dimension reduction.  This can be investigated by undertaking an exploratory analysis to 

evaluate the behaviour of the scheme over a large number of components, then re-running 

the procedure with a refined number to balance complexity with the strength of the 

relationship.  The application of PLS regression in fields outside climate downscaling has 

been shown to make modest to large improvements to the predictive skill of linear models 

when predictors are highly correlated (Stone and Brooks, 1990).    

Given the successful use of the common EOF framework in building a temperature model 

but identification of some problems with rainfall, monthly rainfall was the focus of the initial 

trial of PLS regression. In these experiments evaluation of the predictive strength and model 

stability is achieved by both independent testing and cross validation. The cross validation 

partitions the data into a training and independent validation set of equal length, by taking 

continuous but randomly located 4 year periods from the 1980-2009 time frame without 

replacement. The partitioning and model fitting was repeated 50 times and the statistics of 

model accuracy averaged at each of the 10 sites. In these trials the PLS regressions retained 

5 model components. This was compared to a range of common EOF based models, where 

different predictor variables were paired with sea level pressure and either 4 or six 

components retained. These represent the best rainfall models found in the initial 

experiments described above. 
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Table 6: Comparison of PLS regression and the common EOF framework (step wise 
regression) for monthly rainfall.   

 Training set  

(1980-1999) 

Cross validation Independent test 

(2000-2009) 

Experiment RMSE R
2 

RMSE R
2 

RMSE R
2 

Stepwise regression 

SLP: PC(4) 2. 4     0. 53 2. 5     0. 49     2. 7 0. 42 

SLP: PC(6) 2. 2 0. 62 2. 3     0. 55 3. 2     0. 22 

SLP: PC(4), 

Rh850:PC(4) 

2. 3    0. 58 2. 5 0. 48     2. 8     0. 33 

SLP: PC(4), 

Hgt500:PC(4) 

2. 2     0. 59 2. 4     0. 51 3. 7     0. 31 

SLP: PC(4), 

RV700:PC(4) 

2. 3     0. 58 2. 5     0. 49 2. 9     0. 27 

SLP: PC(6), 

RV700:PC(4) 

2. 1     0. 63 2. 3    0. 54 2. 7     0. 48 

SLP: PC(6), 

Ta850:PC(4) 

2. 3     0. 57 2. 4     0. 49 3. 3     0. 37 

Partial least squares regression 

SLP 2. 0    0. 69 2. 4    0. 55 2. 4    0. 57 

SLP,RV700 2. 0   0. 68 2. 5     0. 59 2. 4     0. 57 

SLP,Rh850 1. 9     0. 74 2. 2        0. 64 2. 0     0. 62 

Summary results for the monthly rainfall experiment.   Data are mean diagnostics for the 10 test sites.   

Variables SLP is sea level pressure ; Rh850 is relative humidity at 850 hPa; Hgt500 is geopotential height 

at 500 hPa; RV700 is relative vorticity at 700 hPa.  PC (n) is the n number of principal components 

retained in the prediction scheme. 

The results of these experiments are summarised as the mean of the model accuracy scores 

across the 10 trial sites (Table 6). This illustrates that the PLS regression method yielded a 

generally stronger prediction relationship that was relatively stable when compared to those 

developed with the common EOF framework. Importantly higher model diagnostics were 

found for the PLS downscaling models in both the independent testing and cross validation, 

where there was large degradation in all the models developed using the EOF approach. The 

number of variables selected by the stepwise regression varied between sites from 5 through 

to 10 again with no apparent systematic pattern in the selection. This suggests an overall 

improvement to the predictive skill of the PLS developed models, and seems to address 

some of the predictor instability found in the common EOF approach. 
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5.4.4 National implementation of PLS regression 

Given this result, the PLS procedure was set up for the VCSN grid with temperature and 

monthly rainfall as predictands. The regression was solved as a multi-site problem thereby 

including spatial dependence in the model fitting. Generally the PLS regressions took around 

one to two minutes CPU time on a standard unix mainframe to optimise for the entire 

country.  To evaluate independent prediction skill, the training window was set at 20 years 

(1980-1999) with the remaining nine years (2000-2009) used as the independent set.   

For both rainfall and temperature the procedure was run initially retaining 20 components 

and the behaviour of the model assessed.  The final models were developed by re-running 

the procedure where inclusion of further components did not improve model performance.  

An example of model behaviour analysis is shown for the monthly temperature procedure in 

Figure 31. In this case the mean square error (MSE) of the response was reduced 

substantially after inclusion of only 4 components, with further but smaller MSE reductions 

out to 10 components.  Adding more components did not further reduce response MSE.  For 

the predictor function MSE reduced considerably at 10 components, and fell further at a 

smaller rate out to 20 components. The overall variance explained by the model rose sharply 

to over 50 percent with the inclusion of 5 components through to 60 percent at 10 

components.  The variance explained continued to rise to well over 70 percent at 20 

components. 

  

Figure 31: Model behaviour analysis for PLS regression of monthly temperature.   

At this point the analyst is faced with the usual trade-off between model complexity and 

precision, where the model diagnostics help to isolate where this trade off occurs. An overtly 
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complex model while explaining a higher proportion of the variability runs the risk of over 

fitting and basing the downscaling on an empirically convenient but physically unsound 

relationship. A too simple model may not be precise enough for a given application leading to 

reduced usefulness. A conservative approach was adopted at this stage, with preference 

toward a simpler model sometimes at the expense of precision. The diagnostics in Figure 31 

also aggregate spatial variability in model precision to the national level, so the model may 

be performing better or worse across the agricultural land of interest in this study. A further 

level of diagnostic analysis is required to choose a reasonable final model, where the 

residuals and the spatial distribution of errors are examined thoroughly.  

In the temperature example described, the PLS procedure was re-run at the four, five and six 

component levels and the diagnostics of the model assessed with residual and spatial 

diagnostics.  Figure 32 is presented as an example of the type of residual diagnostic analysis 

undertaken in all subsequent model development.  In this case it is for monthly temperature 

with 4 PLS components retained, using MSLP and temperature at 850 hPa as predictors. In 

this case only the independent evaluation set is shown. The scatter plot is a 500 grid point 

sample of the potential 11492 VCSN grid points constrained to agricultural land only. There 

is a positive and reasonably accurate relationship between observed and downscaled 

temperature anomalies for this sample of sites, with summary correlation coefficient of 0.69 

and RMSE of 0.7 C The second graph is a qq-plot where the blue line is a rank ordering of 

residuals according to their position on the observed distribution and the red line is the 

theoretical standard normal distribution of the models residuals.  This shows that the models 

residuals provide a good estimate of normal distribution except for over prediction at high 

extremes and under prediction at low extremes. This is indicative of a well founded model 

with few systematic biases, good evidence that it is based on a plausible physical 

relationship. 
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Figure 32: Example of residual diagnostics: initial PLS results for surface temperature 
anomaly using MSLP and temperature at 850 hPa as predictors. 4 components retained.   

 

Figure 33: Spatial diagnostics: initial PLS results for surface temperature using SLP and 
temperature at 850 hPa as predictors. Number of components retained was 4.   
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An example of the spatial diagnostic analysis undertaken in all subsequent model 

development is shown in Figure 33.  Here the temperature downscaling models precision 

scores are mapped across the country for both the independent and training period (‘model 

fit’ in this figure).  These show that there are discernable spatial patterns in the model 

diagnostics, where generally reasonable results are found across most of the agricultural 

land: RMSE generally below 1 °C; and correlation coefficients between 0.6-0.7.  The 

increased error in the Southern Alps found with the EOF approach persisted with this model, 

re-enforcing that the modelling process is sensitive to the quality and comprehensiveness of 

the observation system. There are also some other features, with a distinct area on the north 

east cape of the North Island where the model consistently performed poorly.  This is an 

another location where there is a paucity of climate monitoring sites in New Zealand’s 

national climate data base.  

To maintain brevity the diagnostic results of these initial trials of PLS regression for monthly 

rainfall are not presented in any detail. In summary reasonable results were found using 

MSLP and humidity at 850 hPa as predictors and retaining six PLS components.  Like the 

site level results, encouraging outcomes for monthly rainfall were obtained with independent 

verification scores around 20mm for RMSE with a 0.61 correlation coefficient on a sample of 

agricultural land.  The residuals were normally distributed, but there were more severe 

biases at the extremes of the distribution than reported in the initial model for temperature.  

The final PLS based downscaling model developed for rainfall is described in more detail 

below, but prior to this a another experiment is briefly described where the geographic 

bounds of the predictor space are examined.    

5.4.5  Geographic bounds of predictors 

One of the choices need in both RCM and ESD downscaling schemes are the geographic 

properties of the predictor space.  For the initial experiments described above this was 

assumed to be a rectangular box around New Zealand spanning 25 to 65 degrees south and 

150 to 200 degrees east.  Given the relative computational efficiency of the multi-site PLS 

regressions in developing national scale models it was decided to investigate the influence of 

the geographic bounds of the predictor fields on the final temperature model (described 

below).  

A centroid for New Zealand was chosen at approximately the coast just north of 

Christchurch.  The smallest bounding box was a field running plus and minus 7.5 degrees in 

longitude and latitude from this centroid, denoted the ‘0km boundary’.  Successively larger 

fields were created by uniformly expanding the coordinates of this grid box by 5000 km 

increments. The PLS regression model procedure was run for each successively larger 

boundary based on variables from the NCEP re-analysis.       
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Figure 34: Evaluation of the geographic extent of the PLS regression predictor space.  
Experiment for temperature using sea level pressure and surface temperature.   

The results of this experiment are summarised in Figure 34 as nationally average model 

diagnostics plotted against the enlarged boundary area above the minimum box. This shows 

that there is a continual improvement in model diagnostics out to the 100000 km2 boundary 

area, where the rate of improvement seems to decline. Close inspection of the plots reveals 

a slight bi-modal pattern in the results—that is a peak in precision at about 300000 km2 area 

then a small decline in precision with an seeming small increase again at km2 kilometre area. 

This is most obvious in the correlation coefficient score for the validation period.  

Although there was a gradual pattern of change in the experiment, it did not reveal distinct 

optima above the initial improvement at the 100000 kilometre area whereby a clear best 

candidate zone for the ESD scheme could be selected.  This could be due to the sensitivity 

of the model diagnostics used, and or the behaviour of the PLS regression in reducing the 

dimensionality of the predictor space.  Given this result the issue of computational efficiency 

became the predominant factor in guiding the selection of the boundary, so a relatively fine 

box was used for all remaining model development 25  to 55 degrees south and  160 to 190 

degrees east.  

While this experiment was successful it was decided to not pursue this line of reasoning 

further at this stage.  This was a pragmatic decision related to resources and timeframe 

available for this particular study. This does not preclude further refinements to this aspect of 

ESD schemes in the future, such as: investigating alternatives for different predictands; 

changing the model’s complexity; and changing the proportions of the bounding box or even 

the rectangular shape.   

The next sections summarise the development of the monthly rainfall and potential 

evaporation downscaling models used in the applied analysis.  A brief summary of the PLS 
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regression models applied to other variables is also given, although these models have no 

further application in this study. Finally a short experiment investigating the utility of the 

approach for downscaling daily fields is detailed.  

5.4.6 Monthly Precipitation 

The mid to lower atmospheric predictors used in the initial rainfall and temperature models 

are not comprehensively available for all the AR4 climate models. Hence the final ESD 

scheme used some alternative predictors than used in previous trials, so as to support 

development of a larger downscaled model ensemble in the final drought analysis. Although 

some alternatives were examined, the final rainfall model used MSLP and the surface 

precipitation field as predictors. A key observation made during this entire model 

development process was that MSLP appeared to be the most useful predictor for all 

variables and on its own explained a large proportion of the variance, which is not surprising 

given its general usefulness in synoptic diagnosis and known accuracy.  The inclusion of 

surface precipitation did make a small but detectable improvement to the ESD scheme. 

Based on the evaluation process three components are retained in the final derivation of the 

PLS regressions.  

The residual based model diagnostics for the final monthly rainfall model are shown in Figure 

35.  This highlights a strong relationship between the observed and downscaled rainfall for 

the training set, and although the strength of the relationship degraded the relationship 

appears robust when tested on the independent period. The qq-plots illustrated a good 

approximation of the theoretical normal distribution in both the training and independent 

period, but with a degree of bias in the downscaling of the tails.  Similarly this bias is stronger 

in the independent  testing period, although the model still has normally distributed residuals.  
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Figure 35: Residual based diagnostics for the final monthly rainfall model.   

. 
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Figure 36: Spatial diagnostics for the final monthly rainfall model.  . 

The spatial diagnostics in Figure 36 identify a distribution of error that reflects some of the 

known properties of the New Zealand precipitation regime. Principally the Southern Alps and 

particularly high altitude zone on the West Coast of the South Island have a distinct error 

structure when compared to the rest of the country. Generally the RMSE across the 

agricultural landscape was in the range of 20-30mm (note this has been back transformed), 

although there are two zones where the errors are higher: the east and north coast of the 

North Island particularly in the validation set and the lower Otago (Timaru) region of the 

South Island. The results are not highly precise—with for example the correlation coefficient 

ranging between 0.6-0.7 at best for the validation set—but they do suggest that the model is 

not over-fitted and based on a signal that can be used for producing scenarios within 

sensible consideration of these errors.  This level of model precision is consistent with results 

obtained in many other modelling of precipitation.  
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Figure 37: PLS predictor weighting for the final monthly rainfall model. Negative weightings 
grade to a deeper shade of red. Positive weightings grade to a deeper shade of blue.   

To further evaluate the physical basis of the rainfall model the PLS X-weights were mapped 

across the predictor space (Figure 37). This is analogous to interpreting the spatial EOFs in a 

principal component analysis.  The geographic distribution of weights highlights that the 

dominant aspect of the model are the north-south gradients of the pressure fields 

(components 1-2 of MSLP) followed by the east-west gradient (component 3 of MSLP).  

Although they are not identical, this type of spatial pattern is consistent with the main three 

Kidson Synoptic types for New Zealand, blocking, trough and zonal systems (Kidson 2000, 

Kidson and Renwick 2002).  For the precipitation field a strong positive weighting occurs for 

rainfall events centred off the West Coast of the South Island (component 1 and component 

three), with the second component suggesting there is strong positive influence on the final 

model with rainfall events that have a northern sub-tropical origin. In aggregate these spatial 

patterns are broadly consistent with the known major influences on New Zealand rainfall 

regime, providing increased confidence that the model has a sound physical basis.   

5.4.7 Monthly potential evapotranspiration 

The flux of water from the land surface to the lower atmosphere is an important factor in the 

hydrological cycle and particularly in governing the behaviour of drought beyond the actual 

precipitation regime. Potential evapotranspiration (PET) is the climatically determined upper 

limit of water flux from the land surface to the atmosphere, a function of air temperature and 

radiation modified by relative humidity and wind.  Using PET as the climatic upper limit is one 

way to examine land-atmosphere water flux. In some applications PET is not used, but the 
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processes of bare soil evaporation and plant transpiration estimated given a physical energy 

budget and vapour pressure deficit driven models.    

In climate impact analysis, downscaling of PET from broad scale fields is a special case as it 

is not routinely undertaken.  There has been considerably more research focus on 

downscaling temperature and precipitation and more recently work on downscaling of 

precipitation extremes. Aside from direct downscaling of PET from broad scale atmospheric 

variables it can also be estimated in climate change studies indirectly, by downscaling other 

variables like temperature, radiation and wind.  These variables are then used to drive a 

numeric calculation to PET, for example Penman, Penman-Monteith, Priestley-Taylor and 

Hargreaves PET formulations (Weiss and Menzel 2008).   

In this study the direct downscaling of monthly PET is explored.  The observation model 

supporting the downscaling is a version of Penman PET, where site based solutions to the 

equation are interpolated across New Zealand.  To provide additional sites adjusted 

Priestley-Taylor PET estimates are also used.  This is because there is low number of sites 

where all the variables are available for Penman PET calculation in New Zealand.  This 

procedure is described by Tait and Woods (2009).   

Following some initial experiments two PET downscaling models were developed:  

 PET method A: where broad scale MSLP and surface temperature are used 

with three PLS components retained. This is described here as the 

“temperature driven model”;  

 PET method B: where broad scale MSLP, surface temperature and incoming 

radiation at the surface are used, with three PLS components retained. This can 

be described the “radiation model”.   
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Figure 38: Residual analysis of PET downscaling method A which has MSLP and surface 
temperature as predictors.   

The results for PET method A are presented in Figure 38 and Figure 39. The residual 

analysis reveals a strong downscaling relationship, with correlation coefficients of 0.79 and 
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0.74 for the training and independent testing periods. There was no strong geographic 

distribution in the correlation coefficient, apart from a slight degradation in the alpine regions. 

RMSE of around 20-30 mm were found, again with no major geographic differences, 

although a slight increase in error in the lower half of the South Island was evident.  The 

residuals provided a good approximation of the normal distribution with some deviation 

around the extremes. Given these results the temperature driven model appears to be an 

acceptable form for use.   

 

Figure 39: Model diagnostics for PET downscaling method A.     
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Figure 40: Residual analysis for PET method B which has MSLP surface temperature and 
surface radiation as predictors.   

The results of PET method B are in Figure 40 and Figure 41. Inclusion of radiation resulted in 

an improvement to the downscaling model performance. Generally the correlation 

coefficients were above 0.95 for both the training and independent window uniformly across 

the country, providing a very strong relationship. The RMSE values were low in the order of 

10mm on agricultural land. A slight increase in RMSE was evident in the alpine regions, but 

the increased error in Southland found in method A was not present for Method B. The 
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theoretical normal distribution of residuals was not as well approximated for method B 

compared to method A. Despite the better performing distribution of residuals, the radiation 

method (B) appeared to have a stronger under-estimation of high evaporative events 

compared to the temperature method (A).     

 

Figure 41: Model diagnostics for PET downscaling method B.      
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Figure 42: PLS predictor weighting for PET downscaling method B. Negative weightings 
grade to a deeper shade of red. Positive weightings grade to a deeper shade of blue.   

The components of the radiation based PET downscaling model (Method B) are mapped in 

Figure 42. Clearly the strong negative weightings for surface radiation centred on Southland 

in component 1 become an important aspect of the model and explain the improved result for 

Method B in this part of New Zealand. Similarly a strong negative weighting for temperature 

in component 1 off the coast from Christchurch are an important factor in explain PET 

variability. The pattern of weightings for MSLP appears to be physically plausible with strong 

south east to north west gradient in components one and two and a pronounced north south 

gradient in component three. 

These results indicate that there are two plausible direct downscaling models for PET. On 

one hand the temperature only method yields poorer overall diagnostics, but appears to 

provide a better approximation of above and below average PET events than the radiation 

method (B).  This makes method A seem a more suitable option for use in the analysis of 

drought, but this would be made at the expense of a seemingly more accurate model.  

Further consideration is given to both these methods below, comparing twentieth century 

drought probabilities calculated from each approach. Before this two additional downscaling 

experiments are briefly described.   
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5.4.8 Monthly Temperature 

Surface temperature is not used as part of the drought analyses undertaken in Chapter 4. 

However the results of PLS regression applied to monthly temperature downscaling are 

detailed briefly, assuming there will be general interest in this variable and to further examine 

the downscaling approach. It was also an opportunity to investigate the influence of the 

underlying observation model on the downscaling scheme. Here two alternatives to 

interpolating observed temperature are examined: the first observation set is derived from 

the VCSN data product, where daily temperature records are interpolated, and the monthly 

data obtained by aggregating the grids; the second set used the same underlying 

observations but the data were aggregated to monthly at each site and the resulting monthly 

observations interpolated using the same three dimensional spline. The downscaling 

procedure used monthly MSLP and surface temperature as predictors with the first three 

PLS components retained.  

The overall downscaling model was very good for mean monthly temperature, and the 

diagnostics suggest that it is based on a strong and accurate relationship.  The observation 

model in this case had little effect on the overall quality of the downscaling, although using 

the monthly interpolated data resulted in a slight spatial smoothing, evident when comparing 

the RMSE of the two approaches (Figure 43 and Figure 44). RMSE scores were in the order 

of 1-1.5 C for the agricultural land, and around 2 C in the alpine region of the South Island, 

for both observation models in the training and validation sets.  High correlation coefficients 

were evident, above 0.85 across the country, again for both models and time partitions.  

 

Figure 43: Diagnostics of PLS regressions downscaling for mean monthly temperature.  
Predictand is daily interpolated observation data aggregated to monthly.    

 

                                                
 the author would like to acknowledge Dr Andrew Tait for developing the second set of data specifically for this experiment 
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Figure 44: Diagnostics of PLS regressions downscaling for mean monthly temperature. 
Predictand is daily site observation data aggregated to monthly then interpolated.   

 

Similarly the residual analyses cannot be differentiated based on observation set (Figure 45, 

Figure 46).  Both provided a good approximation of the theoretical normal distribution, with 

good relationships between observed and predicted on agricultural land. 
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(a) 

(b) 

Figure 45: Residual analysis for the training window for the interpolate then 

aggregate observation set (a), and the aggregate then interpolate observation set (b).   
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(a) 

(b) 

Figure 46: Residual analysis for the validation window for the interpolate then aggregate 
observation set (a) and the aggregate then interpolate observation set (b).   
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5.4.9  Daily resolution 

Climate resolved at a daily time step is usually of more interest in climate impact analysis, 

particularly those that use a downstream hydrological or agricultural model to simulate the 

behaviour of the system of interest.  This is because the daily time step is often regarded as 

the base temporal resolution required to adequately simulate the dynamics of many 

biophysical systems—for instance the majority of agricultural systems models and 

associated water balance subroutines require daily resolution data to represent rainfall-runoff 

mechanism and key plant functions. In NIWA’s current operational ESD scheme, 

assumptions are made to apply monthly change fields to adjust daily resolution data, thereby 

assuming the same temporal structure in the future as observed in the base period. There is 

clearly interest in relaxing this assumption so as to provide a more physically plausible set of 

future projections. 

However the requirement for daily resolution data can create challenges for regression 

based ESD because the mathematical foundations of schemes (the optimisation 

methodology) rely on the assumption that the underlying distributions are Gaussian (normal). 

It is well known that the finer the time and spatial resolution of climate variables the more 

their distribution becomes non-Gaussian. This feature of climate scaling is particularly strong 

for rainfall, as it is governed by the interplay between complex physical mechanisms (frontal 

systems, stability of airflow and local convection).  This leads to a well known property of 

many linear ESD schemes when applied to rainfall, that they do not resolve the tails of the 

distribution well— this result was evident even at the monthly time scale experiments with 

PLS regression described above as they required a moderate transformation so that the 

problem became Gaussian.  

We expect that daily temperature, radiation and PET will to some extent be normally 

distributed, but we do not expect this for daily rainfall. Thus the use of linear PLS regression 

will require experimentation with some standard approaches to addressing this problem, 

such as transformations. Application of an alternative methodology, non-linear techniques 

and/or reforming of the optimisation problem is too resource intensive to meaningfully pursue 

as part of this research program. It needs to be recognised that this level of innovation is the 

current leading edge of ESD (see Cannon 2009), and is also one of the rationales to pursue 

a more physically based approach through RCM.  

Despite these challenges it was decided to undertake some trials of PLS regression to 

downscale daily climate variability. These need to be viewed as limited initial trials, 

undertaken to examine if there is potential to further develop PLS regression for downscaling 

at the daily timescale. With the exception of daily temperature the experiments simply repeat 

the modelling strategies developed for monthly variables.  Hence there remains considerable 

scope for further refinement. Although the daily downscaling models are not used in the final 

analysis, the results are detailed here as overall they were encouraging.          

Daily rainfall 

Daily rainfall was downscaled using daily MSLP and surface precipitation fields from the 

NCEP reanalysis as predictors and the daily VCSN fields as the predictand.  The PLS 

regression retained 4 components.  The only difference with the monthly strategy was the 

application of a stronger transformation, use of a cube root rather than a square root, to 

normalise the data. The RMSE scores mapped across the country are shown in Figure 47, 
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suggesting that overall there was a minimal level of error on agricultural land with RMSE of 

5mm or less in the training window and 10mm or less in the validation period. There was a 

strong spatial gradient in the distribution of error with evidence of topographic control, as very 

high RMSE were found in the Alpine regions of the North and South Islands, where there is 

also higher daily rainfall on average.  

 

 

Figure 47: RMSE for daily rainfall for the training and validation period.    

The residual analysis of the daily rainfall model is shown as qq plots in Figure 48. For the 

training period (a) the results were as anticipated, a strong tendency for the model to 
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simulate the central moments of the distribution but not capture the tails or the extremes well.  

In the independent validation period (b) the model did not perform satisfactorily outside of the 

range of the first quantile, and in particular over-estimated variability in the lower quantile 

range.  This is indicative of the model not capturing the number, persistence and magnitude 

of dry spells (days with zero rainfall). Given these results it would not be appropriate to use 

this downscaling model in an examination of drought. 

a 

b 

Figure 48: Distribution of residuals for rainfall in the training (a) and validation (b) periods.    

Despite these results they provide encouraging evidence to extend the PLS approach for this 

level of downscaling. Even this initial trial provided a downscaling model which had a 

physically plausible spatial distribution of error. Some relatively simple options that have 

been used successfully in downscaling daily rainfall elsewhere were not trialled here, for 

instance:  

 developing separate models for downscaling dry and wet days; 

 using stronger transformations;  
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 segregating the model into monthly or physically (synoptically) defined periods 

like Kidson synoptic types to target models towards the rainfall mechanisms;     

 using different predictands and different transformations such as filtering; and 

 lagging predictands in time.  

There is also potential to pursue more difficult innovations at a fundamental mathematical 

level. Briefly this would involve integrating non-linear models and an appropriate optimisation 

methodology into the overall PLS strategy. 

Daily potential evapotranspiration 

Daily PET was downscaled using daily MSLP, surface temperature and incoming surface 

radiation as predictors and the interpolated daily Penman product from the VCSN set as the 

predictand. The RMSE results in Figure 49 indicate that the downscaling relationship is 

strong, with errors generally below 1.2 mm in both the training and validation period. There is 

evidence of some topographic influence with the highest errors occurring in higher altitude 

zones.  There are also coastal areas on the east coast of both islands where the errors are 

higher, regions where high wind events associated with warm clear days during summer and 

autumn are known to increase the evaporative flux of water.  Outside of these zones on a 

large portion of agricultural land RMSE was low, less than 1mm per day. 
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Figure 49: RMSE for daily PET in the training and validation period.   

The qq plots in Figure 50 suggest that the model provided a reasonable approximation of the 

theoretical normal distribution of residuals, but as expected there were departures at the 

higher quantiles. The model appeared to perform slightly worse at the lower tail of the 

distribution, indicating that low evaporative events may not be well approximated in some 

regions.  Although not examined there may be potential to address this problem by 

application of a mild data transformation. In aggregate these results are encouraging and 

suggest that this model could be used in a scenario analysis, particularly for drought which is 

likely to be more sensitive to high evaporative events which appear to be approximated well 

at least in some regions.   
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(a) 

(b) 

Figure 50: Distribution of residuals for daily PET in the training (a) and validation (b) periods.    

Daily temperature 

In some applications daily maximum and minimum temperatures are needed to simulate 

aspects of the biophysical system like plant functions, for example response to frost. If 

independent downscaling of these variables is implemented a common problem is that due 

to random model error on some days the daily maximum can be below the daily minimum. 

As a result a different strategy was developed for downscaling daily maximum and minimum 

temperatures than used for mean monthly temperature.  Here three temperature variables 

are downscaled, the mean daily temperature and the anomaly above the mean and anomaly 

below the mean.  Constraints are built into the optimisation such that the negative anomaly 

always needs to be below the mean and the positive anomaly always needs to be above the 

daily mean.  Daily maximum and minimum temperatures are then recalculated after the 

downscaling procedure. Like the monthly scheme NCEP MSLP and mean surface 

temperature were used as predictors (but at a daily timestep) and the number of PLS 

components retained was four.   
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Figure 51: RMSE for daily temperature in the training and validation period.    

The RMSE results for this approach to downscaling daily temperature are in Figure 51, and 

illustrate on the whole that the model is based on a strong and accurate relationship. 

Typically errors of around 2-3 C were found for both the training and validation period, and 

like the downscaling of monthly mean temperature there appears to be some topographic 

control on the error structure. Again errors increased in the higher elevation and true alpine 

zone consistent with the hypothesis that in general the observation model is of reduced 

quality in these regions of New Zealand.  Interestingly the lowest error occurred for minimum 

temperature during the independent test period, which runs counter to previous results where 

there is an expected deterioration of model accuracy scores in this test.  
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a 

b 

Figure 52: Distribution of residuals for daily temperature for the training (a) and validation (b) 
periods.    

A small variation to the analysis of residuals is reported in Figure 52 as we wanted to 

evaluate the actual temperatures at which departures were strongest.  The residuals were 

not rank ordered by observation quantile but by observation threshold so to assess the 

approach for some specific applications like projection of frost or high temperature events. 

Overall the tests illustrate that the model provided a good approximation of the theoretical 
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normal distribution, but with some departure at the tails and for genuine extremes. 

Encouragingly the departures were not strong for minimum temperature at the 1 and 0 °C 

thresholds, suggesting that the downscaling model might be used with some confidence for 

evaluating projections of future frost. Similarly the model appeared to be satisfactorily 

resolving the estimation of the upper tail of the maximum daily temperature distribution.  On 

the whole this downscaling scheme appears to be satisfactory for operational application.  

 

5.5 Temporal downscaling 

The use of projections at the monthly timescale in this study necessitates the use of a 

temporal downscaling method to provide climate variables at the resolution of the impact 

model. The utility and trade-offs between monthly versus daily climate data in the context of 

climate impact studies and statistical downscaling is discussed by Maurer and Hidalgo 

(2008). In previous New Zealand studies, including past work on drought (Mullan et al. 2005) 

mean monthly adjustments have been used to develop daily time series by adding the 

relevant monthly temperature adjustment to an observed daily record. For rainfall, 

adjustments are made only on days where rain occurred, so that the final change 

accumulates to match the monthly adjustment. This procedure for scaling daily time series is 

described by MfE (2008) and used in numerous other studies of climate change impact 

where daily resolved data are required, for example Bright et al. (2008). In a study of drought 

this is a limitation, as the future temporal variability (daily and monthly) is assumed to be 

largely unchanged or not responsive to GCM based changes in variability, around an 

imposed shift in the mean made with guidance from GCMs.   

An alternative temporal downscaling procedure is applied in this study whereby the monthly 

variability of changes simulated by GCMs is preserved. This is based on the use of 

interpolation methods developed by Hutchinson (per comm. Hutchinson 2010) and described 

by Clark (2008).  The overall strategy is to use the output of the PLS regression temporally 

downscaled to a weekly time step and run the water balance at this temporal resolution. For 

both potential evaporation and rainfall:  

 the cumulative sum of the monthly data are taken to create a continuous 

positively incrementing series;  

 a non-linear spline is fitted to the monthly cumulative series which has periodic 

end conditions, so the first and second derivatives are matched at the start and 

end of the function;  

 the spline function is then evaluated at weekly intervals.  The date conventions 

for calculating weekly series with consistent adjustments for leap years are 

adapted from Keig and McAlpine (1974);  

 the evaluation at weekly intervals also approximates the 1st derivative of the 

accumulating monthly function using finite differences.  This provides the 

weekly climate time series. 

This approach to temporal downscaling is best applied when the results of the model runs 

are re-aggregated to monthly or seasonal time periods. Testing on a range of pastoral 

production indices for Southern Australia illustrated that the method provides an acceptable 
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approximation of changes to monthly and seasonal means (Clark 2008).  For this study, 

where the interest is in changes to droughts around the 10th percentile level, the temporal 

downscaling methodology is verified by comparing drought probabilities calculated using a 

common observation data set (VCSN, 1972-2009)  where:  

3. the soil water balance model is run at daily time steps, accumulated to months 

and then drought probabilities determined; 

4. monthly climate inputs are temporally downscaled to weekly and the water 

balance run with this input data. The soil water data are aggregated to monthly 

for calculation of drought probabilities.   

A comparison between the two approaches is shown in Figure 43, where the differences in 

drought probabilities are normalised, expressed as a percentage of the long term drought 

probability (time spent in drought) from the daily observations. The results are expressed in 

this way because the actual differences between the two methods are very small, usually 

below 0.01 percent of time spent in drought (a very small drought probability around 10-4).   

For most of New Zealand there are very small normalised percentage differences between 

the two approaches, between -2 and +2 percent of the daily derived drought probability 

(Figure 53).  A key feature is the over estimation of drought probabilities by the temporal 

downscaling on the peaks of the Southern Alps (red in Figure 43) and underestimation in 

some microclimates such as Central Otago, the Kaikoura coast and coastal Wairarapa (white 

in Figure 43).  These features are at worst around one fifth (20 percent) of the signal of that 

estimated from the daily observations, while in some areas this equates to only around 5 

percent (light blue regions in Figure 43).   It is important to recognize the differences between 

the methods equate to very small raw changes, around 0.06 of time spent in drought. Given 

the relative stability of the methodology and the small magnitudes of biases found, the 

weekly downscaling methodology can be applied in this study with a degree of confidence. 
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Figure 53: Percentage difference between long term drought probabilities (1972-2009) derived 
from daily observations and those derived from monthly observations temporally downscaled 
to weekly.    

This approach to temporal downscaling along with the monthly PLS regression downscaling 

opens up a number of opportunities in the study.  In particular the capacity to undertake 

transient 100 year simulations or locate the study in any time slice. Importantly the month-to-

month variability simulated by the GCMs is preserved, which will ensure the analysis is 

sensitive to changes in a proportion of the temporal variability as well as shifts in the mean 

state under future projected climates.    
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5.6 Verification of drought probabilities 

As described previously an important feature to investigate is the amount of error the 

downscaling scheme introduces into an analysis, so as to ensure that final inferences are 

made with respect to projected climate change, rather than the properties of the downscaling 

scheme itself.  This is achieved by assessing the biases between drought probabilities 

calculated by downscaling the NCEP reanalysis data and then the GCM data, relative to 

those derived from observations.  All the analyses here use the period 1980-1999 as the 

base period and drought probability expressed as the percentage of time a given location 

was deemed to be in drought. 

 

Figure 54: Percentage difference between drought probabilities calculated with downscaled 
NCEP data and those calculated with observations.   PET A is the ‘temperature’ downscaling 
model while PET B is the’ radiation’ downscaling model.  The colour scale shows differences 
between drought probabilities (percentage of time in drought) with those derived from 
observations.    

The bias in the NCEP based downscaling is shown in Figure 54, and reflects the error 

structure found in both the rainfall and PET downscaling. The overall magnitude of the bias is 

relatively low, typically between 1-2 percent with the largest biases being in the order of 5 

percent (e.g., a change in drought probability from 0.100 to 0.105 is a 5% bias). For both 

approaches there is a detectable bias associated with topography, where generally droughts 

in the alpine and higher altitude zones were underestimated, at worst around 5 percent. In 

the lowland agricultural regions biases were lower, typically an over estimation of around one 

to two percent, but there were large areas where this was close to zero.  The radiation 

downscaling model performed better overall, particularly in low land agricultural areas with a 

tighter overall constraint on the bias.  Reflecting the results for PET downscaling, including 

radiation appeared to address a large over-estimation of drought in Southland with the 

temperature only model. 
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Figure 55: Difference between drought probabilities calculated with downscaled GCM data and those calculated with observations using  PET 
method A.   
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Figure 56: Difference between drought probabilities calculated with downscaled GCM data and those calculated with observations using PET 
method B.  
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The use of GCM fields to resolve 20th century drought probabilities introduces some 

additional biases, although overall the results were supportive in terms of establishing the 

validity of the downscaled AR4 model ensemble in this study (Figure 45 and Figure 46). 

Generally the same spatial gradient as the NCEP based downscaling was evident, and 

biases typically constrained by plus or minus five percent. The regions of least bias were 

typically the agricultural zones notably the east coasts of both islands.  Within this overall 

spatial structure there are also subtle differences between GCMs with region to region 

variations in the biases—this is an expected feature when using GCMs, particularly 

precipitation fields.    

The most obvious additional feature introduced by some of the GCMs and downscaling 

methodology is the under-estimation of drought probabilities on the alpine zone of the South 

Island, notably for GIAOM, CNCM3 and IPCM41. With the temperature only PET model the 

large positive bias reported previously for Southland is present in all the GCM resolved 

drought probabilities to some extent. Interestingly the location of this bias seems to vary, with 

some of the models placing it neatly in Southland, while others such as GIAOM locating it on 

the lower east coast.  This is a good illustration of the spatial biases found when using GCM 

data, related to slightly different spatial positioning of the large synoptic features.  

When applied using GCM data, the radiation downscaling model (B) removed the Southland 

bias, but it did not result in as strong an overall improvement compared to the NCEP 

downscaling.  This is likely due to the poorer estimation of surface radiation by the GCMs.  In 

some models resolved with GCM output, the introduction of the radiation term degraded the 

signal compared to the temperature based approach.  This is an important consideration 

going forward, as although there appears to be a superior approach to downscaling PET 

using radiation from the observation sets, it may not provide the same confidence when 

building future projections using GCM data. 

                                                
1
 The GIAOM model (from Goddard Institute for Space Studies, USA) and the IPCM4 model (from Institut Pierre Simon Laplace, 

France) were deleted from consideration in the MfE (2008) climate change Guidance Manual, because of their poor simulations 
of New Zealand 20

th
 century climate. 
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